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AMONG THE FAKMERS.

THE advantages of trailing.
Folluwera of harness racing have
frequently noticed that many of our best
"SPKK1> THK FLOW."
drivers are in the habit of deliberately
taking back after the word is given, and
Correspondence on practical agricultural topic· trailing the leading tier, getting as near
Is solicited
Aldreee all communications In·
Geera is particteoded for this ilepartment to llEMtr D. the pule as possible.
H»wm >si>, Agricultural Editor Ox foul Dem- ularly fond of such a position, and Mcocrat, Parle, Me.
Henry very often drives a "short mile"
of this class. It has been argued that
the reason that Geers prefers to trail is
DOES THE BOY HAVE A CHANCE Τ
that he is always looking for a wind
by the boy leaves the farm is a mootand no doubt there is a good deal
question, especially when there seem shield,
of truth in this, as it is an undeniable
to be unusual opportunities for success
a 2.10
and the parents are anxious that their fact tbat the wind resistance at
or better is sufficient to very maυη the f"»»·
From gait
take the
™th
rather careful observation for a number terially retard a horse,and will
Another
of > ears, and talks with a good many edge off one pretty quickly.
cause for trailing is that the other fellow
>oung men, a number of whom have had I
has to set the clip, but the position of a
agricultural education, it is my tirm con trailer
is so risky, for the reason that it
Wt °"eD
themselves
parents
be impossible to get out of the
we to blame, without realizing it
\s may
need to be several
one grows older in years and often not pocket, that there
into such a
in robust health, we are apt to become good reasons for getting
and not the least of these is the
®ry conservative, and to get into a rut position,
distance saved during the mile.
w.thuut knowing it. Aniious
Allowiug the closnst kind of driving,
WeU We "ive them ;is good
that is not over live feet in width for each
»·
an education
its possible, often including
all the mile in
the agricultural college or one of the horse, the horse that goes
over 50 feet more
shorter courses. The boy goes away third position travels
pole horse, and a horse getting
mingles with others, picks up many new than the
in a third tier,
in utljer lines of away in fifth position
the tirst quarter in fifth position,
agriculture, and sees, or thinks he sees Uoing
in third
«herein his f..Iks are not doing as well the second and third quarters
position and then having to go the fourth
a.» they might, or new lines that
might quarter
in fourth position, will travel a
be added with good protit. H© comes
than the pole
home full of enthusiasm, and an ambi- bit over 00 feet more
to beat the pole horse, if he
tion to make his mark in the business. horse, and
have to step
would
He suggests gradually new ideas, but went a mile in 2.20,
1-4.
here s where the trouble begins. The better than 2. IS
As a contrast from that kind of driving
rather is getting along in years; has lost
horse starting iu third position in the
some of his early enthusiasm: sees only a
a chance to pull
the dark side; thinks only of the ex third tier, and getting
in behind the pole horse before the tirst
pense that new methods would entail.
there to
was reached and stay
He s got along so far without all these quarter
the head of the stretch, will not have to
new things; why can't the boy be con
feet farther than the pole horse,
tent to follow in his footsteps:' He has go
starts 20 feet behind
done fairly well; the farm is paid for, I although he actually
10 feet for each length
and everything is in good
He I tiirn, allowing
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wood
-pruce. Br. hemlock and poplar pulp
W1 f'. buy It delivered on ears or <n yards at rail·
Wood to lie peeled and delivered
λ
-:..t MM
l:i·-coming winter. Will pay the top price for
tiie s une.
H. I>. C'OLE. Krvant's Pond.
W. H.CROCKETT. Locke's Mills. Me.

FOR SALE!

THE HERBERT M. TUCKER FARM,

i un the Buckfleld r» ad. three miles from
th Paris tllUge. The farm contain* 73 acres
The til age land 1» tn a high stale of cultivation
Th·· pastures are good ami there Ik plenty of
« «ι near the house.
Large and «mall fruit In
barn 4uxt>s.> an Τ carriage house
abundance.
m are new, are dnelv finished outside ami tn,
Water tn house and,barn. The
at: ! ro-t tlW.
'arm carrte· twenty heu· 1 of cattle ami pair of
On rural" delivery and ream route·.
r«e*

A RARE CHANCE FOR
|>.trtl· ulars ami

Kor
•r S

terms

SOMEONE.

Inquire of

WILKOM it Ι.ΚΛΤ, So. ParU,
near the ρ remîtes.

M. KING

PHOBATt: 3IOTICK9.
To all jiersons Interested In either of the Estate»·
hereinafter name·!
At a l'rol>ate Court, heM at Parle, In and
for the County of Oxford, on the thlpl Tue·"lay of
ine. In the" year of our Lort one thousand
The following matter
a!ne hundred ami two.
having been pre-ente·! for the action thereupon
1»
It
hereinafter Indicated.
hereby OROBKKO :
That notice thereof I* given to all persons In
of this or 1er to be
a
causing
copy
terested, by
ubllshed three weeks successively In the Ox
•
-rl Democrat, a newsoaper published at South
Paris, In said County, that they mar atipear at a
Prolate Court to be held at said Parts, on the
thlpl Tuesday of July, A. D. 18M, at » of the
■ luck In the forenoon, and be
heart thereon tf

they

see cause.

I ACOB LOVEJOY, late of Dtxdeld, deceased.
Will an<l petition for probate thereof presented
by John s. Harlow ami Willie W. Walte, the
executors therein name t.
Petition for
JAMES G. DAVIS, want.
license to sell ami convey real estate presented
A.
Geo.
Wilson,
guapllan.
by

RYERSON, late of Paris, de
LVIN M
NHi Petition for xllowance to widow out of
estate
presented
by Maria M. Kyereou,
personal
-al'l wl«low.
V

JOHNSON, of Parts, wart.
HATT1E Ε
Petition for licence to sell ami convey real
presented by Edward C. Chamberlain,
-•uarllan.

e-tate

LORETTA J. BROCK, late of Pari», «te
ceased. Elrst account presented for allowance
by James 5. Wright, executor.

OLIVE Ε GR1SWOLD, late of Paris, deceased. Klrst account presented for allowance
by James S. Wright, administrator de bonis non
with will annexed.
KRKELAND SWAN, late of Parts, deceased
Klrst account presented for allowance by James
8. Wright, administrator.

Al'Gl'STI'S G. PEARSON, late of Buckfleld,
decease·!. Kin α I account presented for allowance by James V Pearson, administrator.

WILLIAM C. W1THAM. late of Paris, de• eased.
Petition for the appointment of Κ rank
by
R. Wltbam se administrator presented
Adelbert C. Wtth&m. an heir at law.

EDWARD C. GALLAGHER, late of Paris,
decease·!. Klrst and Anal account presented for
allowance by James S. Wright, admtn'strator.
SAR111 K. DeSHOS, late of Canton, de·
••eased. Pet'tIon for determination of collateral
Inheritance tax, presented by the executors of
the will of said deceased.

ALDEN BES.SEY. late of Buckfleld. de
Ci'tse·!. Etnal account preseuted for allowance
l>v Jame- V
Pearson. administrator of the
••state of Augustus G. Pearson, deceased, foradministrator of the estate of said Alden

merly
Mitey.

WILLI\M COOLIDGE, late of Paris, de'eased. Pinal account presented for allowance
by J. Frank yulmby, executor

John R WELD, late of Canton, deceaaed.
Petition for allowance to widow out of i»ersoual
C. Weld, said
estate presented by Margery
widow.

ADDISON E. HKKKICK.
Judge of said CO'-'ri.

A tn:« copy— Atte«t

—

ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
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Hobbs' Variety Store
NORWAY, MAINE.
t

doesn t need a separator, and all the
figuring that could be done to show the
increased value of the cream wouldn't
convince him.
Silo is perhaps a good
thing, but our cows do pretty well, and
κ you get a silo that means we must
plow up u lot of laud everv vear. and
either buy a cutting outtit or 'hire one.
A ; this looks twice its normal size to
mm.
1 ο the boy they are plain roads
to more protitable farming.
The father
doesn't always realize that times are
constantly changing and one must keep
up with the procession. The boy is in
favor of trying small tields of co"w peas
soy beans and Alfalfa, in order to grow
more protein on the farm.
The father
doesn t understand very definitely what
is.
would
He
rather keep on
protein
raising Timothy with a little clover in
it.
1 he boy explains about protein anil
its value in feeding, but the father has
always done fairly well with hav. corn
fodder and corn meal.
He doesn't
realize that he might have done much
better with a better class of foods. The
boy perhaps sees a chance to make some
money by growing new varieties of potatoes and selling them for seed, but some
of these new varieties might cost $10 a
barrel. "W hy buy a lot of kinds that
might not do well when we've got a lot
of potatoes iu the cellar that are probabetter than you can buy?" the father
futhtr opposes the weeder.
">'· 11 11 tear up everything." He lia*
always planted his corn bv hand and
would be afraid to trust his corn crop to
a planter.
As for a potato planter thev
never could plant them to suit him,
though it did the work perfectly
faster than ten men could do it." The
boy keeps pushing for new things and
better methods. Once in a while he
makes a mistake, which is harped on
whenever a new plan is proposed. The
boy gets sick of forever being opposed
and scarcely ever being able to do things
better or to try new ways. He beg ins to
dis ike the old farm; later to hate it. and
looks for work in the town or city. If
the lather, iustcad of opposing every
new project, had counseled with the boy
and tried to see these things from his
point of view occasionally, some of the
new things might have appeared ou the
tarin, new and better methods employed,
and an increased protit trained.—Rural
New Yorker.

ί (each tier).

I
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PURE FOOD LAW.

President Koosevelt has signed the
oleomargarine bill, and it has now
become a part of the organic law of the
land. This matter lias been a bone of
contention and irritation for many years,
aud dairymen can congratulate themselves that at last it is at an end. The
farmers of this country were perfectly
willing to face all legitimate competition,
but they were not willing to meet such
a fraud as this in the guise of butter.
The agitation has been long and bitter.
The manufacturers have used every
means which unlimited wealth could
procure to keep up the deceptiou, but
in the face of an aroused public opinion
We
their efforts have been in vain.
congratulate our farmers and dairymen
that their products will no longer be

ami

|

question of chance
the head of the home
that time the field is
pretty well strung out, and the only
place a pole horse trailer has got to go
an extra
piece is rounding into the
stretch, and unless the pole horse (if
winning) has an assistant to help keep
the trailer in the pocket, he has not
much advantage at that point; if the
pole horse attempts to make the trailer
wide on the turn,
go a long mile by going
he is apt to get fooled badly by seeing
the trailer slip through at the pole, as is
frequently done, so that the trailer then
has generally an even chance of getting
through, and the exertion he has saved
his horse by going a short mile can then
be used to much better advantage in obtaining an open position in the stretch
which will put him on even terms with
the pole horse or any other in the race.
—Fredk. Watson in American Horse
Of course, it is a

gettiug through
stretch, but by

breeder.

■at

WASTED.
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compelled

to

compete

with colored

wheel grease labelled as butter. There
are several other frauds that must now
be dealt with, and not least among these
is the stuff called renovated butter.
Here is a good chance to work upon our
legislators, and the task should be commenced at once.
In reality the

agitation should be

include frauds of
We should
every kind in food stuffs.
broadened

out

so as

to

general pure food law that will
adulterations and deceptions of
every kind. No nation can be prosperous unless its people are healthy, and
FLAVOR OF JEHSEY BUTTER.
cannot be healthy unless they eat
There are many notions held by people people
foot!. The extent to which nearly
that have beeu accepted without reason- pure
all articles of food are being adulterated
ing and without inquiry into the sound- has become one of the most alarming
^
1
LAs an example, Jerness of the same.
««
au «un,
features υι mesey butter is accepted to be more deli- come almost impossible to get any articious than that made from cows of other
cle of food that is pure even when a
breeds. This claim has been set forth
for
person is willing to pay a round price
of
the
cow—and
Jersey
by champions
the same. This should be stopped, and it
their numbers are legion—for the fifty
can only be done by the stern hand of the
years since the introduction of the Chan- law. The agitation cannot commence
nel Island cattle into this country. It is
to<rquickly.— Lewiston Journal.
a part of the idea that goes with the conception of the Jersey cow. and so far as
we know, no one has risen up to say the
TAME THE COLT.
notion is not borne out in fact.
There is no place where education
Is it a fact that butter from Jersey counts for more, except in the child,
cows is better flavored, higher flavored, than in the young horse.
The frightful
or iu fact more delicious in its naked accidents, loss of life and property, which
like
condithan
that
made
under
taste,
are the results of runaways, attest this
tions from the milk of other breeds? fact. With the colt, as with the child,
tan experts in testing the merits of early education and impressions are lastsamples at competitive exhibitions find ing and more easily imparted than at any
a characteristic or a distinguishing JerHence the necesother period of life.
The colt
sey tlavor when they come upon a sam- sity of lymmencing early.
ple of pure Jersey butter'.' Do epicures should be accustomed to the ways of
with
the
their
tenderloins
buttered
At this
with
man before he is a week old.
genuine "Deer-foot" article distinguish age he can bandied without danger.
a difference iu tlavor when the butter
Leaving a horse to mature before he is
comes from mixed herds over in New
brolteu is about the poorest ecouomy oue
Hampshire?
can think of.
We are not questioning but that pure
Not only the danger attending the
Jersey butter has distinguishing char- handling of a wild horse when fully
acteristics, but disassociated with color grown, but the further fact that the
and firmness, is the notion of superior horse is never safe.
The safe horse is
iluvor a myth? This question may not be
always in demand at much better figurée
of great importance, yet it is always thau the half broken one.
As the exwell to understand where we are at.
horses is destined
pense of producing
Flavor is an important characteristic of to increase, we cannot afford to put our
butter. If its highest touches are found- horses on the market unless thoroughly
ed on breed it would be well to have broken.—N. J. Harris, in Twentieth Censuch a fact well established. If it is a
tury Farmer.
notion that has been passed along by
in
without
specialists
Jersey cattle,
A WORD FOR BEEF.
foundation of fact to support it, it is
time that, too, was known.
This June
Many old fashioned farmers are reis a favorable time to study the true joiciug over the renewed inquiry for beef
source of delicious flavors iu butter.— cattle.
They have always regretted the
Maine Farmer.
time when the Devon and Durham were
given up for cattle of smaller frame and
so-called heavier milking qualities. As
POOR FARM BUTTER.
number of
If Mrs. A and Mrs. Β would just stand a matter of fact, a very large
taken their places
five minutes in the doorway leading to the grados which have
while their cartheir cellars, where they keep their milk have given no more milk,
It
casses were worth but little for beef.
pans, as well as the winter vegetables,
is true that milk can be made most econthey would soon realize the cause of
and butter with
their troubles—rotting apples,
pota- omically with Holsteins
and Guernseys if the conditions
toes. cabbages, onions and turnips, each Jerseys
of New Engthrowiug off its own peculiar odor, to- are right, but the majority
laud farms aud farmers do not provide
cans of fruit
several
with
perhaps
gether
They may find
with their contents oozing out. Is it the right conditions.
more profit in a general purpose animal
any wonder the butter made from the
that will give a fair quantity of milk,
milk has all kinds of flavors except the
produce good veal and steers. When all
one it should have?
said it will be found that the profit
So many people in the country keep is
in the breed so much as in the feed.
their milk iu the cellar, along with their is not
A good feeder will make a protit from
supply of fruits and vegetables. It is a
to auy good cattle, while a poor feeder will
very bad practice, for it is impossible
on the best.—Lewiston Jourlose
keep milk from becoming tainted by the nal. money
foul atmosphere where vegetables are
kept. All cellars are more or less damp,
WHEN TO CUT.
causing a musty smell that will affect
The nutritive value of clover increases
milk in an unpleasant manner. Milk
and butter are among the easiest things until it is in full bloom, which is the
in the world to be tainted. The only best time to mow it for hay. All the
to heads do not bloom at the same time.
way to preveut their becoming so is
keep the air where they are kept pure About one-third will have turned brown
by the time the rest are in bloom. Where
by good ventilation aud cleanliness.
Ketpiug milk in the· kitchen is not a a large quantity of hay must be made, it
is best to begin cutting before the proper
good thing to do, as the milk .tbsorbs the
odor arising from cooking, and there is stage of development is reached, for even
a
kitchabout
theu some is apt to be too ripe before the
always more or less smell
it may be. last acre is mowed. After full bloom
en, no matter how cleanly
The very walls become tilled with the has passed, the stalks soon get woody,
fibre
steam arising from the cooking of cab- and the amount of indigestible
when rapidly increases.
bage, onions, etc. In these days
who
so much is said about bacteria,
Don't waste time drawing manure to
knows but that disease and death may
distant fields till those near the barn are
be carried in the butter we put upon the
in good condition. On the average farm
table?—Tribune Farmer.
employing four men, about one-fourth
of the time of at least one man is spent
High headed, high stepping, high
If you can offer the
tor tools.
spirited horses are wanted now. A hunting
consumer the beet that can be produced,
horse depends a good deal on training
make your own price, for you are beyond
aud care; a half-starved horse is not
Competition may be the
competition.
action.
or
much
exhibit
to
spirit
likely
"life of trade," but it means small
is a class of people who
Every poor man is not lazy, but nearly profits. There for it.
are willing to pay
every lazy man is poor.
have

a

cover
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Goodwin oxen were ont
again. To one unacquainted

II Ε

with the fractious beaste tht
statement may lack Interest,
but there was not a soul In South Hanaford who would not have been keenly

alive to the possibilities consequent on
their getting out. for when the Goodwin cattle broke bounds nothing was
safe. No precincts were too sacred for
thein to enter, nor was there anything
green that was not esteemed of their
palates. The Rev. Sigourney Hard

wicke had seen a whole cabbage patch
down their huge thioats
while he lay on his lounge too ill to
chase them or to call assistance. They
had wandered in at the open door of
Mrs. Henry Sedgwick's parlor on the

disappear

afternoon that the sewing society was
there, and before they could
he removed the amount of damage
that they had inflicted could not have
been rivaled by their old ancestor, the
bull that invaded a china Bhop. And
that was not a tenth of the unusual
exploits to their credit or discredit.
to meet

No fence not of barbed wire could
resist their seductive horns, aud as
George Goodwin did not believe in
wire fences the two oxen used their
spare time in finding out new ways t«
escape from the five acre lot in which
they were confined and where the pas
turage was sweet and the water abun
dant. A love for mischief is not generally set down among an ox's characteristics. but the Goodwin oxen were
Indeed
as mischievous as monkeys.
Sam Moneypenny had averred that lie
bad heard them chuckling with delight
when they i'te up the last stalk of his

prize

evergreen corn.

Goodwin h id been begged and order
ed to tie the beasts up when bis man
was through using them, but Goodwin,
although be owned the farm on which
the cattle were pastured, himself lived
over in Canton, and as out of sight is
out of mind with most people he di<
nothing except aek hie uian to strengthen the fences.
But as the strength of the oxen kept
pace with the fences a new rail in the
morning simply meant a broken rail at
night, and the two brothers in crime

would eat up a bed of nasturtiums or
overthrow a rockery or tumble a wood
pile down with all the zest of wanton

schoolboys.

Trueman Newberry was an old bachelor very good looking, fairly equipped
in
goods and the most fished
for mau In the South Hauaford pond.
The Newberrys bad come from N\ indsor and were descended from Govern
or Bradford, and from the earliest

wonliy

times there had been one handsome
old bachelor who did not surrender bis
freedom until well along in years, and
it looked as if Truemau would carry
out the tradition, as far as not murrylng young went, if indeed he was ever
ensnared.

Trueman had two bobbies, a love for
old furniture and a passion for flowThe farmers about smiled iners.
wardlv as they saw him wasting valuable time, which might have been em
ploved at farming, in mukiug a bed of
"posies" and in afterward watering
them like Apolloe. but if they had
lauglied openly he would not have
As long as he pleased Truecared
man Newberry he did not care whether
auy one else was pleased; not that he
selfish, but he was independent
When Miss Grayson came to South
Ilanaford to hold In check the rebellious youtb who attended the district

was

school. Trueman was visibly Impressed
with her charms, which, in the lau
guage of the boye of today, were of
tiin "nonchv" vnrietv.
Fie saw her
first ut church, where she supplied a
rich contralto to a choir thut needed
richness of some kind, but be did not
Bee her to «peak to her until the donation party that was Inflicted upon Mr.
Hardwicke in the latter part of An
gust, and then be found that she was
interested In old furniture, like himId fact, she had u lowboy that
self.
had been In her mother's family since
It came over with Kalathiel Gaylord on
the j;ood ship Mary and Ellen in 1635.

His heart had warmed to her after
that avowal, and be bud felt that If he
ever married It would be to one like
this, who could bring with hern wagon
load of antique furniture. He was going to ask ber if she adored flowers
and the care of them, but Mrs. Curtlss
brought her son William over to meet
her. and he did not have auother op
portunlty to talk to ber that evening.
But she wue distinctly pleusant and

lively, and be found himself thinking
of her many times after that night,
and before many days bad passed he
discovered tffat. although the choir had
Ave basses to two piping tenors, they
stood In great need of bis resonant
base, and be Immediately Joined that
body of singers and on Friday evening

rehearsal, as luck would have it was
assigned the seat next to tbat occupied
by Miss Grayson, only she bad gone
home to Newiugton to spend Sunday.
He had half a mind to resign when he

heard this; but after all, there were
ether Sabbaths coming, so he pitched
Into the tunes with a fervor that excited the jealousy of the other basses.
All the
Trueman had a fine voice.
Kewberrys bad been singers from the

earliest times.

Trueman sang at morning service
and evening prayer meeting with his

Hood Farm
Calf Scour Cure
A cure for scours, cholera, diarrhoea.
Saves more than 75 per cent, of all

calves treated. In constant uee at
Hood Farm, Lowell, Mass., wheu
required. Stock owners who have
used it would not be with out it.
Cures the worst cases. Just the remedy stock owners have been looking
for. Should he used with

Hood Farm

Digestive Powder
which aids

pepsin preparation
digestion, creates an appetite, and
keeps calves from shrinking. The
perfect combination for cheoking
A

scours

and

preventing

in youug stock.
Two size* of each

stunted

growth

SI and C.SÛ.
Large
holds four times dollar aise.
Hood Farm Garget Cure, for garget and inflammation in the udder, tl and $2.50. Hood
Farm Hog Powders prevent hoe cholera and
—

keep twine in prime condition. Price, It
Hood Farm Remedies ire sold br

F. A.

SHURTLEFF ft,

South Pari·, Me.

CO.,:

eyes on tli·· notes and hi» mind on
Miss (îrayson. He was bard hit. There
was no doubt of that. At twenty-six
be was likely to go the way tbnt bad
a*>Jdom been trod bv a Newberrv bachelor until twice twenty-six years bad

been passed in this vale.
After prayer meeting be walked home
alone and sunk into a mahogany chair
that hud been a Newberry possession
for 200 years. Ills thoughts were not
of furniture, however, but of a form
and a face that would have made a
kitchen chuir look like a piece of Chip-

pendale.

iiiiilAiiiioâiLiiilliillâlâiiilâ

sat up. glanced at him and screamed

ng"Are

A SCRAP

mIZu
^Trucman ftcpptfl

By BOBEBT ΒΔΒΒ

vou hurt?" asked be, and she,
after lier second scream, acted as if
were quite the ordinary thing for Hanaford men to take nocturnal rambles in
cotton robes. She rose to her feet and
answered him calmly. "No; I am not a
but 1 don't in tte tort know

tf HISTORY f

Copyright, 1902, by

over to the ««son
aud saw that the whUHetree had brohad released «ue of the traces.
keu
"Is there .1 rope In the wagon. s>ai

àinl

DICK

slouched Into
restaurant on the
Strand, tlung bis huge felt bat
on a marble table, sat down
and sang out for a beefsteak, rare, and
a gallon of ale, and that right speedily,
he added. The waiter made all haste
to serve him, for such Is the effect of a
life of kindness and doing good to othDick was always promptly
ers that
obeyed, whoever else had to suffer de-

he.
Λ
"Yes the tie line." she answered.
••That will do Π1 tlx you up so
can get th·· wagon home, and if
don't care to ride in it ΓU drive It
It's such a little
jon can walk.

un

eariy

start

on

Monday

It lacked some minutes of 10 o'clock
when TrucLiun heard a commotion outside of his window. He sprang from
his bed and looked out. The moon was
at the full, «nd a diapbauous cloud was
coquetting with It, but his eye did not
take in the beauty of the scene. All
that he saw were the two mischief
makers, the Goodwin oxen, walking
around in his bed of dahlias. They had
already rolled on his asters and hud
torn down the beuutiful wild

cueuip

ber vines that covered the southern
wall of his house and hud lessened by
half the pile of "pounder" apples that
he had purposed shipping to his married sister in New York for old times'
sake.
Clad in his white cotton nightshirt
and with the red carpet slippers on his
feet that always stood at his bedside,
ready for instant use. this bachelor
leai>ed down the front stairs and pick
ed up as a weapon the first thing that
came to hand, which happened to be a
feather duster that had belonged to his
grandmother and that had been molt
ing any time these fifty years.
He opened the frout door, brandish
lng this terrible bludgeon, and the oxen
glanced mildly at him and then ambled
through his sweet pea hedge, carrying
off garlands of flowers on their broad
horns. Then as he pursued they punched holes In his well kept iawn. marking
their easy progress to the street, where
they stopped and looked over their
shoulders and seemed to smile at him.
This so enraged him that he determined to chase them down the road as
far as be could. He forgot his scanty
clothing, forgot everything but the fact
that these vexatious beasts hail ruined
his garden and had then added insult
to Injury by grinning at him. He might
have driven theiu into the (Joodwin lot
that lay across the way. but the fence
was newly torn, and It would have been
foolish to try penning them up for the
night. They were out for a lark, and
he would help them to one. only It
should not be at his further expense.
So lie hurled the duster at them and
hit the nigh one amidships. The ureal

animal made a
Il

il VA

ΙΓ^ΕΙ

1UIU

playful

l\ I1VJV. ntu U

pass with his

UVII.-mi

off a stump witb the east' of a pro
miere danseuse.
Truoman seized the broken pieces of
the i>ot and hurled them at the wicket,
pair, aud birth were bit on tin· head
And then tbe race began. With tossing
horns they t<ire southward down tin
road. II»· recovered his treasured feather duster aud sprinted after them, hii·
drapery streaming in the wind, his red

slippers slapping bis heels rhythmically
with each stride, aud the feather dus;οι
gyrating in the air like a drum major'»·
baton.
Once he fell and marred tlit·
snowy whiteness of bis toga, but a
jump aiul a shake and a plunge for
ward witb lowered bead and he had regained tbe space he had lost by failing,
and once more the feathered dart bur
tied through tbe air in a manner suggestive of bullfights, although It fell
short of its mark.
He had not thought that oxen could
be so fleet, but their fleetnese would
but serve to put a lengthy distance between them and his grounds. Ile would
chase them to Canton if need be. but
they should not again disturb his noc
turnal musings or cry havoc and lei
slip tbe dogs of war in his garden.
As they crossed Tibball's bridge b<
dropped a slipper. He picked it up tt
hurl at the oxen: but true to its name.
It slipped from his lingers and went fat
And that slipper had Ore! be
nstrenm.

to bis grandfather!
Tbe oxen were not in tbe least blown,
but he was. In every sense or the word,
and his hair looked like a field of rye
through which a cyclone had passed
The night winds toyed witb bis linen
garment and the stones In the mad
hurt his sllpperless foot It had been
fifteen years since be had gone bare
foot. But to stop before his work was
The
done was not like a Newberry.
churchyard was not far away, and ht

longed

would not U-ave them until tbey were
safe behind ihe high stone walle and
siy barred gate of the sanctuary of the
dead. They could restore some of the
moss covered Inscriptions on the tombs
tv-hii their horns or scratch now ones
for all he cared, but they rvould not

trouble him again that night.
On sped the strange trio, the red
oxen and the man in white, past tbe
Bu Ike leys. past the Days, past tbe
Traintors. past the Goodspeotls. past
the Bills; then a sharp turn to the left
and they were in the lane that led to

the graVcyard. By some lucky chance
the cemetery gate was open. and. with
a final hurling of the innocuous feather
duster and a volley of small stones al
most as harmless, he drove the bovine
marplots into the graveyard, closed the
gate securely and retraced his stops to
the highway.
He now for the first time realized
that he was a full half mile from
home, and. while It was night and be
was clad In the garments of the night
season, still South Hanaford society
would not have received him In such
habiliments.
But fortune favored him. Inasmuch
as it was 10 o'clock and all Hanaford

asleep. All Ilanaford? No. There
was one who was not yet asleep, one
who was driving toward him in a eov
ered buggy. Who could there be pro
faning the little end οΓ the Sabbath in
was

this fashionV It looked like the Hard
lng team. Well, be wasn't afraid of
old Nelson Harding, and, besides, there

place to hide. He was on a
perfectly open, treeless, level stretch
of road.
As he walked boldly along, using the
feather duster as a cane, something
about the harness broke, and the
horse, walking half way out of the
was uo

shafts, stopped as a quarter century's
hardening to mishaps had taught him

to do.
With a little scream the occupant of
the baggy essayed to Jump from the
high box and, tripping, fell to the

ground.

But it was not Nelson Harding, but
-merciful heavens. Miss Grayson! She
lay where she had fallen, as if stunned,
bat when Truenpn ran toward her she

TURPIN

Kettie's

He smoked bis pipe out, and then he
retired, bnt not to sleep. His thoughts
you
were with Miss Grayson, who even
you
from
Newlugton.
now wus returning
and
That much be knew becuuse he hud
dishoard Mrs. Dibble tell Mrs. Harding, 1
with whom the schoolteacher boarded,
Oln how pretty she did look, so fresh!
tlmt she thought it was shocking for That little wave '.f hair that had loosed
lier to come back on Suuday instead of itself from Us fellow looks was so rav-

making
morning.

Robert Barr

"Are you a member of the C. T. C.T"
asked the landlord.
"I am a member of no organization,"
replied the truthful Richard, "for I
have just been resigning all night from
the C. A. T. C. H."
After a good breakfast he proceeded
merrily on his way, meeting many
travelers, who gave him a cheerful
"Good morning!" but with none of
them did be stop to converse, for the
highway was t«»o thronged to make a
prolonged interview of tiuanciai ad

vantage to him.
But at lust he came to a lonely heath
which the highroad bisected in a
straight line, and about the center of it

flowers."

"I adore them." she

ν0Γ·

replied,
...

be of use to him.
Just as Dick had finished his frugal
meal Aristophenus Kettle himself tiptoed into the restaurant and whispered:
"Dick, my boy, the bobbies are deploying round the Strand entrance."
Richard, always a man of quick decision, arose at once, bowed to the company and remarked with that suavity
which was characteristic of him:
"Gentlemen. I beg to excuse me. 1
to

bave an engagement elsewhere."
Mr. Turpin then slipped out by the
back exit, where a hostler, true and
trusty, awaited him. holding the high\\ hite
wayman's favorite mount,
Wings. The night was pitch dark, but
the lamp of the machine threw forward
an ever enlarging cone of light, like one
of those advertising devices then so

...

with fer·

1 „·>>·
"Have vou ever seen my garden?
"Not near to. I noticed It as I was
driving by on Friday, it is beantlfu
and Mrs. Harding says you laid it out

vonreelf."

-I always do. I'd like you to come
and see it-not now-with Mrs. Ilard-

popular

in London.
"Is there plenty of oil in the

lamp?"

alone.
Just as a neighboring steeple struck
the hour of 1, Dick, glancing backward,
saw the one light suddenly disappear.
"How appropriate that was," mused
Dick—"the hour and the man! Thank
goodness, the telegraph has not yet
beeu invented. The road to York is now
clear, and I have nothing to attend to
but the making of a record which will
never be forgotten. Another good man
gone!" be added as he saw that the
lamp behind him was not relit
Daylight found him going strong far
to the north, he first, the rest nowhere.
He stopped at a wayside inn for break-

What

are

Humors?

They are vitiated or morbid fluids coursing the veins and affecting the tissues.
They are commonly due to defective diges-

tion but are sometimes inherited.
How do they manifest them sel ν es ?
In many forms of cutaneous eruption
salt rheum or eczema, pimples and boils,
and In weakness, languor, general debility,
ïîow are they expelled ? Dy

Hood's Sarsaparilla

which also builds up the system that has
■offered from them.
It la the best medicine for all humora.

:

fast knowing It was a good hostelry,
for the iron efflgy of the three winged
wheel of tbe Cyclists' Touring club
was over tbe door.

temper. "I thought you were a young
if you did
person of some sense, even
ride a Sweet Violet, but such an inconsiderate remark shows"—
"I am afraid, sir, you do not quite

comprehend me. If you are caught,
Therefore
you will be hung in chains.
I should suppose that you would prefer the safety of a chainless life to the
Ignomy of a death in chains."
"Oh. ha. ha!" laughed Dick. "I didn't
see that.
Very good, indeed. I must
remember that joke and tell it to the

the force."
"I wish I could say as much," said

among

Turpin bitterly.

"Ziut I am detaining you, madam.

with no one else in sight for miles. lie
eaw approaching biLu a young lady or

—

"Ajjd then she threw him orer, i
hear."—Baltimore Herald.

"I should have thought 70a would
have gone in for a chainleee safety,"
murmured the girl dreamily.
"What!" roared Dick, forgetting for
the time that he stood in the presence
of α lady and for a moment losing hi·

ture."
"I would have you know," replied
the young lady, drawing herself up
proudly, "that I have no followers

a dainty wheel.
Then he remembered that the oxen
"Yezzer."
Richard sprang off and planted him
are
bad done for his garden, and he stamtools
the
all
and
kit
"The repair
self and his machine squarely acr«;s>
mered: "Oh. 1 forgot! It's ruined. The in the toolbag?"
the thoroughfare.
oxen ate It up."
"Yezzer."
The lady, thinking he wished t
the
It
said
she
after
and
oxen
ate
"The
up?"
•The machine is well oiled
with her. which indeed \v;is the
speak
It now struck her for the first tires pumped tight?"
him.
case, slipped from her perch to the
time that perhaps he was crazy. He
"Yezzer."
ground in that charmingly casual way
certainly had on a very crazy costume.
"Well, I hope, for your sake, that in which som? women dismount, seem
If he had not been the Adonis that he everything Is right, for if it is not 1
ing to suggest that she merely happen.·
certainlv was. this cotton robe and the Shall puueture you with my pistol and
off.
of
Venelooking
slipper
life."
carpet
lonely
deflate you of
"You wish to inquire the way. sit·'/'
tian red would not have been becoming
"Yezzer."
she asked in tones of exquisite sweet
a
to him. but even bis touseled hair beman
sovereign,
Richard flung the
ness.
came him. and he would have looked because, being a loyal man. he never
"Oh. no, dear madam," replied Dick
handsome In anything. But why "as dealt in any coin under the rank that
with one of his most correct hows,
be out so late on so cool a night with designated the ruler of the realm. He
learned trom his constant association
such Inadequate clothing?
mounted the wheel, which was geared
with the aristocracy, whom he met in"There; that'll last until you gtt to 102, and swiftly disappeared into the
"1 am. H I
on their travels.
home." said he. He took the reins and night. At the first street comer a po- cidentally
may be permitted to term myself so. an
climbed Into the wagon. He stubbed liceman was waiting for him.
of highways, and all roads
his bare toe on the step, and the pain
"Turn it up!" shouted the otflcer, en- inspector
to Koine in my case, hut to
not
lead
the
for
intrepid
was excruciating for a moment, but deavoring to perform
I must lirst apol
commerce.
his face did not show it.
cyclist the action so tersely expressed profitable
to you for not appearing in proper
"I'll drive slowly, and you can walk by the slang phrase be bad just given ogize
defect which I shall at o;n>*
I don't suppose you care to ride.* said utterance to, but Dick, who had been costume, a
which lie
be.
there before, deftly avoided him and proceed to remedy." saying
drew from his pocket a neatly lilting
"No: I'd rather walk." said she.
replied:
"If you are referring to the light, 1 black silk mask, penetrated by two
How kind be was. but bow peculiar.
the eyes, which he put over
She did hope that no one would be have pleasure In informing you that it holes for
all the regula- the upper part of his face, passing the
with
would
seem
so
complies
out.
It
already
looking
queer.
strings to the back of his head and
He gazed at her fondly from the seat tions."
The word had gone forth that at all holding them there.
as the old horse began to walk slowly
was to be arrest"Would you mind Just tying these
along. Ue drew the lap robe over his hazards Dick Turpin
A lady makes such a neat
ed that night, so the policeman, baliled strings?
knees. It was getting cool.
In attempting to stop him. shrilly blew knot, and they are rather awkward foi
"Miss Grayson, have you—have j
bad the immediate me to get at without a mirror."
ever
thought seriously about mar- his whistle, which
"With pleasure." replied the girl
effect of causing all the hansom cabs
rince?"
a dainty
"Not since I was a child." said she. within bearing to concentrate rapidly standing on tiptoe as she tied
knot with deft fingers. "I should think
on the spot, and by the time the harlaughing, she knew not why.
traf- it much handier to have the ends of the
"Tlipn rnn linven't oenaeil to think of assed officer had disentangled the
was well on bis way to the
Dick
mask connected with a bit of elastic
fic
wasn't
realized
that
it
be
said
and
It,"
road.
tliat you eutild slip over votir head
exactly what he had meant to express. Great North
But the shrill whistle had effect on
"I have often thought of it." assented
"I mean-why, Miss Grayson, we
It was the the
the cabbies.
young man. "but I am rai her a
have so much In common. You love others than
the metropolitan brigade of stickler for old fashioned ways, and so
old furniture and so do I, and you love signal to
corps), and 1 stick to the strings
1 fear I am in
flowers and I do, too, and I—I adore mounted police (cycle
I mis so
twelve of the record breakers were clined to be conservative.
and
you"—
you,
hot
pursuit much with the nobility, you know."
over handle bars In
"Really, Mr. Newberry, I don't know beuding
of
of the fugitive. This superb body
"Am I wrong in surmising that you
bow to take you."
astride the celebrated Klon- area highwayman. perhaps the famous
that Is, Miss men were
"Take me as 1 am
dike bikes ("worth their weight in Mr Turpin himself?"
Graysou. what is your tirst name?"
see advertisement), and the bet"Quite right. madam—Dick Turpin.
"Ruth," said Miss Grayson almost gold:"
ting was about even, although those in entirely at your service, at this moment
before sl»e knew It
on
one
to
two
offered
the know freely
lie had clasped the reins In his hands,
accomplishing his celebrated ride to
Dick.
York, of which you have doubtless
and he now raised reins and hands to
Th<» πΛίΐ/ιη
r/vlo Pllnrlipr tires, of
read, who hopes, by strict attention to
his heart aud said:
busitheir
was
course, for clinching
business, to merit a continuance of that
"Ruth, I am uut α man to ehllly
ness, while Dick preferred ji rainier,
custom which it will always be his enthe
mar;when
I'd
knew
I
ehally.
for be bad ever made bis living by
deavor to deserve. I'm sorry I haven't
here—
and
camo
woman
jilcmy.
right
tbe dropping of gold into bis palm,
a card with me, but I left town uuex
here you are. Don't say 'So.' 1 have a
although be preferred a single tube pisrestore
I
can
pectedly and. not to put too Une a point
and
house,
comfortable
tol wbeu taking up a collection.
upon It. rather in a hurry."
my garden in spite of the oxen that are
"I shall break tbe record or my
"How delightful!"
cursed or blessed according as you an- neck." muttered Dick as be sped
Dick drew forth η huge pistol and.
swer me. Come; we are almost at your
he
As
glanced
through the darkness.
house. I will leave the horse and wag- over bis shoulder at the foot of a bill with auother low bow, said:
In
"But I am detaining you. madam
on bore and halloo for Mr. Harding if
be saw a dozen twinkling lights com
the pleasures of social conversation let
you will but say the one little word ing over tbe brow behind him like a
I
us not forirei the realities of life.
Isn't ruling me better
that I want.
constellation. "I hope every one I meet
than ruling a lot of unruly children? I will have a bright lamp and keep to ills must trouble you for your watch and
know what that school is. I went there own side of the road," and for the first any rings or other little trinkets that I
myself, aud uo teacher's lot Is an easy time in bis bold life a tremor of fear can keep as mementos of this most
meeting."
one."
thrilled the stalwart frame of the high charming
"I am so 3orr.v," answered the girl,
lie stopped the horse, and Miss Gray
wayman, who well knew the predilecIle wound
"but when I left home this morning I
eon stopped mechanically.
tion of tbe touring cyclist for racing
lo
bring with me either
the reins around the whipstock and down a
part of the thoroughfare that neglected
watch or ring's une is so apt to urea κ
clambered out of the wagon on the side should be
kept sacred for those going
η watch If our» has a fall, and rings art
opposite the schoolteacher. This time in a contrary direction.
liable to he lost."
his exposed toe escaped Injury.
bill
next
only
the
of
tbe
Over
top
"They are Indeed, madam, when I /itr
"Why are you here in your—in eleven lights glimmered, falling stead
on the road. Perhaps you have a puree!
white?"
visi
were
ten
but
lly to tbe rear; then
I shall be happy to relieve you of the
"I chased Goodwin's oxen from my ble, then nine, then eight
care which It causes you."
bed, from my garden bed. to the grave"I knew those cops couldn't stand
After a pood deal «>f search In? aboui
yard. I will go home and get some- that pace," muttered Turpin. "It re
wothing else on—anything to please you. minds one of the rhyme of the 'nine lit- the folds of her Ores s the young
Miss—er—Ruth. If you will only make tle, eight little, seven little Injuns'" man at last found her pockot and drew
Will you
from it a purse, which she handed tc
me happy by one little word.
And be began to trill merrily the re
Dick, saying, with a sigh:
share my furniture and my flowers?"
exhilaexalted
that
frain. experiencing
"It Contains £21."
"Call Mr. Harding and then go away ration which a true cyclist feels when
"I accept It with as much gratitude,
and come to see me after school tomor- be is astride a perfect silent wheel
believe me. madam, as if it contained a
η
row, and I will tell you."
spinning through tiie pure air of
thousand. The bicycle you ride 1 will
Truetnan made α horn of his hands
peaceful couutry. Since midnight only leave with
you. as I would not be fourni
and called Harding in his resounding one
light followed him. but tluit hung
in the jtossessiou of such a machine at
a
bass. At the third call there was an on with
great persistence. Dick for
answer from the house.
moment thought of putting out his own any price."
Sir."' she cried, and for the first time
"Now, do go!" said Miss Grayson.
lamp, waiting for his lone pursuer and
was a trace
Trucman put his hand up to lift his
but he re during their colloquy there
went
he
as
him
by.
pistoling
in lier voice. "I would
cap, and his lingers met in a lock of fleeted that, after all, this was a mean of indignation
have you know that this is a Sweet
disheveled hoir. He wared his band trick to
play ou a brother cyclist, for
Violet machine, the very best in the
as gracefully as he could and turned Dick woe not without that feeling of
to me
and hurried home, disappearing Just as fraternity which all genuine wheelmen market The agent who sold it
Mr. Harding came out to see what was
he would himself assured me of that."
possess. So. wishing to do as
"You should pay no attention to the
Trueman took longer to be done
the matter.
by, the merciful man dis
of interested parget borne than he had taken to come mounted, snipped asunder a strand of ridiculous statements
made
with the oxen as pacemakers, but he barbed wire that lined one side of the ties. There Is only one machine
in Kngland, and that Is the renowned
was strangely happy, he knew not why.
suit!
a
until
out
staples
road, pulled
comBut the next day he knew, and now eient length of the wire was set free, White Wings, made by a Coventry
formed
if you were to visit Mr. Newberry's drew it taught neross the thoroughfare pany (limited) of that name,
house he and Mrs. Newberry would be ».nd tied the loose end of the wire to η last season, highly overcapitalized, by
fellow worker Howley.
very likely to show you. among their stake on the opposite side of the high- my respected
Alas, that I took to the road Instead of
treasures, an old feather duster laid as
way.
into the company promoting busian ornament above another treasure,
Remounting, be journeyed on toward going
Where I take a pound he loott
a painting by Horatio Walker of α pair
the north, animated with that comfort- ness!
conof oxen, which bears the odd title "The ing sense of satisfaction which comes thousands. Still I have the proud
of being in the more honest
Ilomemakers."
to one who, at some trouble to himself, sciousness
of trade. After all, a clear conhas placed innocent diversion in the line
is worth something."
science
trava
fellow
of
Himuoi'i Acrobatic*.
monotonous pathway
"Is that a White Wings you are rid"A financial crash, and, poor fellow, eler. We should not live for ourselves

he went under.'.'

Klondike®/'

boys In the club."
"It Is a perfectly lovely machine,
that White Wings of yours," the lady
regarding Dick's mount
continued,
with entrancing eyes, while he stood
aside from it and held it at arm's
length that she might the better admire Its proportions. "I would get one
for myself If they weren't so dear."
"Ob. the first cost of an article I·
nothing when you get Just what you
want If the police are ever after you.
you will not regret the luitial expendi-

lay, and when his mild and gentle eye
ishing! Wh.it il" Inspiriting thought casually surveyed the priming on his
that he-could be of real service to such
pistols even landlords themselves bad
If he could he sure
η beauilful girl!
been known to jump in their eagerness

that she was fond of flowers.
lie took the rope. and. with the help
of his now truly valuable feather dilater he fashioned a new end to the whiftletree and slipped the trace's end over
WhHe he worked at it and
the handle
she watched him with an admirlng interest. for be was singularly delt with
his hands, be suddenly said.
"Miss Gravson. I meant to ask you
the other night If you were fond of

tlic pleasure of this privileged interview. Last night I outrode twelve

owe

ing?"

"It is, madam, and to I's perfection I

"What did you pay for your most excellent wheel?"
At least
"This stood me in at £21.
that's what the man from whom I took

it said it cost."
"If I had that £21 you are taking
care of for me. I would go at once and
Invest it in a White Wings."
"Would you?" cried Dick, with enthusiasm. fur his weakest point was
always his gallantry and his next
weakest his loyalty to his own make
of wheel. "Then allow me to have the

pleasure of handing back your money."
"Thank you kindly," said the girl
sweetly as she put her purse In her
pocket She sprang on her wheel and

cried over her shoulder, "1 think thoso
are two policemen approaching down
the road; better not follow me, but do
some scorching toward York."
Dick saw that he bad already lost
too much time, yet he stood there hesitating, wondering if. after all, he had
uot been befooled somehow. It was always thus with the tender hearted
His honesty was forever being
man.
taken advantage of by the unscrupulous of the opposite sex. He mounted
his machine and finished his journey
to York, a poorer man by £21 than he
bad been at one point on the Journey.

COFFEE ADULTERANTS.
The Llat Hani· ThrouKti the
From A to W.

Alphabet

If nil of the substances that pass

through a coffee grinding machine during the year should be written In alphabetlcal order, "a" would begin the

list with acorns, and "w" would end it
with wormwood, sprouts of which are
sometimes used to give the debased
coffee a slight aromatic bitter taste.
Adulteration occurs largely in the
coffee that is sold in the ground form.
Several coffee berry factories have
'>
it discovered In Europe which were
!ng a large and profitable business
by molding an admixture of tanbark,

rust, clay, sawdust, chicory,
coffee sediment and coffee meal Into
a neat berry by the aid of some agglutinant. and these berries were so well
made that the deception was not discovered for a long time. This production had a large sale among the lower
stove

classes of Russia and Poland, and,
mixed with the genuine coffee berry.
Its sale was ijuite lively In other parts
of Europe.
Unroasted coffee berries are often
made from oat and rye flour and cornmeal. The natural aroma of these
grains Is destroyed by some process,
and after the proper amount of coffee
aroma is added the berries are formed
and caused to maintain their shape by
The test
some adhesive substance.
usually employed to discover this deception Is to place the beans In a re-

ceptacle containing

warm

will dissolve them In α
Honolulu Star.

water, which
few hours.—

When Man Wn I· Darknea·.

Man was once In comparative darkills
ness when the sun weut down,
primitive habitation was a place of
rest, uuligbted by the oil which prolongs the hours of labor, doubles the
apeed of progress and shortens life.

After ages of groping about—feeling
for the keyhole on the wrong side of
the door, so to speak—be stumbled on
the fact that fat would make a light
Looking around for something to hold
the fat, the skulls of animals were
found useful, and so the antediluvian
discovered the principle of portable il-

lumination.
From skulls and seashells light proceeded to vessels of burned clay, dishlike, with wicks of flax, rushes and
other fibers. Many of these primitive
lamps have been found In the rutnn of
Pouipell, Herculaueum and elsewhere,
but the Invention of the lamp is supposed to belong to the ancient East In-

dians.

European Coin·.
The standard coins on the continent
are: In France, the franc; in Spain, the
peseta; In Italy, the lira; in Holland
and Austria, the florin; In Germany,
the mark; in Russia, the ruble.
Belgium and Switzerland use the
French name for the piece of 20 bous.
Each of these pieces is. like the Amer-

ican dollar, divided into 100 parte, called kopeck In Russia, pfennig in Germany, kreutzer in Austria, cent in Holland, and in Italy, France and Spain by
the word meaning huudredth.
The

Peuple'» Dellsht.

Bolivar—I don't see that you answered any of Jellaby's argument In
You simply pitched Into
your speech

Jellaby.

Sllvertung—I didn't mean to. Didn't
you see how my address took? People
generally would rather hear a man
abusiHl than to listen to replies to his

arguments.—Boston Transcript

Teething

Then the baby is most likenervous, and fretful, and
doesn't gain in weight.

ly

Scott's Emulsion

is the best food and medicine
for teething babies. They
gain from the start.

Clever

Girl.

Miss Brighton—What a lovely watch
toh. Mr. Borem! Is your watch equal-

ly pretty?

Mr. Borem—Here It Is.
What 11 o'clock!
Miss Brighton
Why, I had no idea It was so late, bad
you?—Chicago News.
—

Amateur

Fomtrr,

Gardener—Here, sir, are a few dead
trees that will have to be felled.
Send for α free sample.
SCOTT & HOW NE, Cheralfta,
New Owner—If· too bad to toee them
New York. Β
409-415 Pearl Street, all
druggist*Why not raise dried fruit on them I—
5<x\ and fx.oo;
New York Timet.

♦

ESTABLISHKD MB.

£hc Φχίοχά gemocrat,)
ISSUED TUESDAYS.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, JULY 1, 1902.

AT WOOD A FORBES,
Editer· aid Proprietor·.
A. B. Vous*.

liKJMI M. ATWOOD.

Teums —91 JO a year If paid strictly In advance,
otnerwlse #2.00 a year. Single copte· 4 cent».
All legal advertisement»
Α υτκχτίϋΚΜΚχτ·
are given three consecutive insertion· tor 91JO
In
of
column. Special contract·
Inch
length
per
made wlU> local, transient and /early advert!·era.

Jus Pumtixo:—New type, fa*t preene·, «team
power, experienced workmn and low price·
combine to make thl* department of our butine*·

complete and popular.

lIlfULD COPIES.

Single Copie· cf tbe Democrat are four cent»
each. Tbey will be mailed on receipt of price by
tbe publishers or for tbe convenience of patrons
single copie· of each Issue bare been placed on
•ale at tbe following place· In tbe County
Purlin's Drug Store.
South Parle,
Sburtieff'* Drug Store.
Noye·' Drug Store.
Norway,
Stone'· Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Poetmaater.
Bucklleld,
A. K. Lewi·, Insurance Office.
Eryeburg,
Mrs. Harlow, Poet Office.
Pari· Ulll,
Samuel T. White.
Weat Pari*.

Republican
FOR

JOHN F.
l'or

Nominations.
of

Augusta.

Krprcsrutatlve lu Co· (re··,

CHARLES E.

LITTLEFIEL.D,

of Kocklaud.

of Bethel.

M. Piulbrook,

Kor Clrrk of Court·.

Charles F. Whitman, of
Kor

Norway.

County Treasurer,

of Paris.

George M. Atwood,
Kor

County Attorney,

of Bethel.

Ellery C. Park,
Kor

J.

KrgUter of Herds.

of Paris.

Hastings Bean,

Kor

KrgUtrr of 1». »<U Wratern IMatrlct,

ofFryeburg.

Ecklev Ballard,
Kor

County CoiiiuiUslouer,

of Oxford.

Faunce,

E. P.

Kor .Sheriff,

Edgar L. Flint,
Kor

Representative·

to

of Hiram.

L<(UUtur«,

From Rumford,
Waldo Pettengill.
From district composed of Norway,
Oxford and Hebron,
George J. Parrott, of Oxford.
COMING

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Pawnee Bill'* Wild West.
Summer Shlrte :ind I'mlerwear.
Don't Vou Need a t'en.
75 Cents will Buv a Goo<t Ely Net.

Formaldehyde Generator.
July tth.

Notice of Sale.
Glassware an ! IHronited China.
Dwarf Essex Rape.
Grass for Sale.
3 Notices in Bankruptcy.

FOR REPRESENTATIVE.
Iliram K. Huhkird. the well known
proprietor of the Huhhard House, Paris
Hill, is a candidate for the Republican
nomination for representative to the
legislature. The district is composed of
Paris, Buclclield and Milton Plantation,
and the nomination is apportioned to
Paris this year.
"NOT RE-SUBMISSION BUT
ENFORCEMENT."
SofTH 1'aHis, Mk., June 23, li»02.
Editor Dr m<κ-vit :
The article in the Maine Farmer of
receut ilate, with the above heading is
timely. The Republican party in this
state at the state convention held at
Portland on the 11th of this month put
itself on record, on the question of maintaining the prohibitory law on the
statute books and its enforcement, in
the following emphatic language, which
frieud and foe alike can fully understand:
"Kvery provision upon our statute book· for
the promotion of temperance w.u put there by
the Republican party which has alwayit -1<κ>Ί
for sobriety ami thrift among the people of our
state. We fnvor the continuante or all such
rtatute* and <Uimtrui their faithful ami Impartial
enforcement by the officer» of the law."

This plank in the

smuggled through

platform

was

not

the committee on
resolutions, nor did it pass unchallenged.
The original resolution pre pareil the
night beforehand was moditied to make
it stronger and more pointed. In its
present form it had the support of
almost the entire committee ami when it
was read it was one of the two resolutions which were loudly applauded by
Noththe members of the convention.
ing was said about re-submission, and it
is fair to assume that no such proposition
would have stood the least chance of receiving the endorsement of the committee or of being adopted by the convention. But what might have been
done, however, is not now in question.
The Democratic party of Maine at
Bangor last week, put itself pointedly on
record, as opposed to the prohibitory
law.
ilere then is a square issue between
the two parties in this state and on it,
they have gone to the people. Xo rnoditication of this issue should be injected
into the canvass. Who, in fact, has any
authority to do this? The raising of the
question of re-submission appears like
an overture to the enemy, while the battle is already on.
The Maine Fanner does well to call
those Republicans who would shift their
ground or seek partial shelter, to their
duty, and remind them of the real issue.
The force of this cannot be broken by
allegations as to what Mr. Manley
thought about re-submission in 11XM), but
it is of moment now, whether the contest shall be fought out on the lines laid
down by the Republican state convention.
One issue at a time on the temperance
question would seem to be good policy,
and if there are those who would test the
question, whether the people of Maine
are in favor of re-submission they should
be reminded that it can have no place in
the contest this year and since, from the
nature of the case, it could in no way be
determined what proportion of the Republican voters at this election are in
favor of resubmission, its introduction
at this time can only lead to division,
dissatisfaction and confusion among the
friends of the prohibitory law.
C. F. WHITMAN.
RESOLUTIONS.
Whereas, the angel Death has again
entered our circle and removed a loved

sister,
Therefore, Resolved, that in the death
of Sister Ella F. King, Paris Grange loses
a worthy member, and mourns, still be-

lieving

what is our loss is her gain.
Resolved. That to the bereaved family
we extend our sincere sympathy, and for
consolation in hours of sorrow, point to
IIim who notes the sparrow's fall.
Resolved, that as a token of respect
our altar be draped for thirty
day», a
copy of these resolutions be sent to the
family of our deceased sister, to the
Oxford Democrat for publication, and
that a page of our grange records be devoted to the same.
a sinking to
» folding of hands,
•lumber,
good night to the world and lu millions that
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Pythias Sunday,

Miss Lucia Spring of Auburn has come
here to spend the summer with her
sister, Mrs. Corning.
A class of fifteen graduated from the
grammar school Thursday evening at
Robinson Hall. Prayer was offered by
The exercises by
Rev. Mr. Callahan.

and

VMP,
for earth's children who sometimes
grow weary.
And pillow their beaile In ber bosom to alaep.M

uat a rest

Sabkina E. Jackson, )
Uknky D. Uamjîond, > Com.
Leer A. &DWA&D·,
)

To morrow,
Four Day»,
If I Were You,
The Brook
Evelyn Irving.
School.
We Are Little Children
Kate Trebllcock.
Auntie, Never Mind,
Leotlne Robinson.
Two Little Rose*,
Doris Andrews.
A Little Girl
The Girl Who Helps Mother,
Myrtle Stearns
School.
Do Your Beet,
Thomas I.essau.
Give Him to the Cat,

My Dolly
Contentment,
Arithmetic,

The Klr*t Letter
The Rain Coach,

The

cream

Lodges.

IN MEMORIAM.
The sudden death of Mrs. Lura Dell
(Day) Wing, wife of Mr. Perley E. Wing,
June 4th, at Bryant Pond, cast a gloom
of sadness over her friends and relatives
in the village as well as over many living
in its precincts. She was the daughter
of William and Sarah (Ayre) Day, well
known and respected residents in tho

Loo,.

village.

Mr. and Mrs. Wing were married Sept.
20, 1690, and lived in the village until

She was in her usual good
health, doing her ordinary housework at

her decease.

the time of her death at 7 o'clock r. m.,
when without warning she suddenly
dropped to the floor dying instantly.
The funeral services were held at the
Universalist church which was filled by
sympathetic friends. The coffin was
decorated with beautiful floral tributes.
Mrs.
Rev. Gertrude Earle officiated.
Wing left one child six years old, a

tives.
She was amiable and graceful in hor
deportment, kind and affectionate to her
associates, and ever ready and willing to
assist when her friends were in trouble
and distress. Affable and courteous in
conversation, she won a host of friends
who will cherish her memory for the
many lovely traits in her character and
for her brilliant and cheerful disposition,
which like the sunlight breaking through
the clouds shed a radiance of cheerfulness over all with whom she mingled.
Her body sleeps in Lakesido cemetery at
Bryant Pond, and her spirit rests in
peace in the arms of her Savior.

Tiftl°"jaday,8.

1 own.

visiting in respondent. Mr. Fowler
I her· several seasons.

I have one Colonial Style,
mahogany
Pease piano, "i octave, almost new,

case.

fortlSS.

One second hand Ivers «Î· Pond piano,
walnut case, for Φ250, worth WOO,

I have a nice oak case organ at Ruinford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a
great trade.
One second hand Estey organ at South
Paris, almost new, for

The

One second hand Worcester organ, II

stops, in nice condition, for $<!·)
One second hand Dyer Λ Hughes, *ix
octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
that cost 1125, for 96.1.
One second hand square piano, a nice
one, for «113. worth $140.

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

S.,

Butler, I). I)., of Chicago University,
formerly of Colby College. The cause
of death was typhoid pneumonia, from

which Mrs. Butler has suffered for some
weeks. Her age was 40 years.

Nearly all the companies of the National Guard, State of Maine, have sent
in requisitions for khaki uniforms and
when the encampment takes place in August the troops will appear dressed in
the light and serviceable uniform which
bccame so famoue in the Spanish war
and which is now used by the troops in
the Philippines.

Furlong

despondency.

to

years old and is survived
and adopted son.

was

by

a

Walter Baker & Go

Eyeache
Blurring of

seventy

widow

I

ELEVENTH MAINE REUNION

HYDE Pahk, Mass., May 20, 1002.
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31st Annual Reunion of the
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District
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POMONA GRANGE.
Oxford County Pomona
«M,
hold its August meeting at Buclcne.a
the first

Giaug.

Tuesday.

PKOOBAMME.

Regular order.
Woman'· h»W hour.
Paper dj Kr··

DeCoeter> followed by

■SSSsSrSFOecl^matton, Α. Β. Moree.

law
boarder oresent term of the
1200 type-written page·.

of ,HBPOe,ng °f

Catalogues sent

PHOTOGRAPHIC

I

U

SUPPLIES !

on

application.

SALESMEN WANTED

ΠΑΧΙΤΙ,

P.

Ν. H.

Berlin,

our 1 nièrent»
Oxfonl ami xljtceni counties.
Salary or
com mission. Aililress
THE VICTOR OIL COMI'ASV.

In

Si., South Pari··,
promptly

CIcvel&D'l, Ohio

agree

Strich & Zeidler
PIANOS.

Balm a# the best liniment for strains.
I used it last winter for a severe lamein the side, resulting from a strain,
and was greatly pleased with the quick
relief and cure it effected. For sale by
Shurtleff & Co., E. P. Parlin, South

Paris; Stevens, Oxford;
I Store,
Norway.

No Better Piano made in this
other Country.

Noyes Drug

"I am using a box of Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets ami find
them the best thing for my stomach I
ever used," says T. W. Robinson, Justice
of the Peace, Loomis,
Mich.
These
Tablet* not only correct disorders of the
ami
stomach but regulate the liver
bowels. They are easy to take and
in
effect.
Price
25
cents
pleasant
per
box. For sale by Shurtleff A Co., E. P.
South
Parlin,
Paris; Stevens, Oxford;
Noyes Drug Store, Norway !
IIIIU

any

or

W. C. McARDLE,

agent,

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

ΙΟΙΙΓ SllOd

Knot-Kane,

a powder. It cures painful,
fort and Ingrowlnit nails, η 11 I
Instantlv takes the sting out of com4 and banlone. It's the greatest comfort discovery of the
Α Ίοη'» Foot-Eue makes tight or new
Hgc.
shoes feel easy. It Is a certain cure for sweating. callous ami hot, tlre<l nchlli? feet. Try It
tn iUi]/. Sold liy nil druggists anil shoe ("ore·
Don't accept aiiv substituts. By mall for 25c. In
stamps. Trial package KREE. Λ«l«lrcse. Alien
S. Olmsted, Le Roy, Ν. Y.
nervous

UHXSH

FOB

why

not

step into MRS. L. B. ANDREWS' STORE

and ask to be shown her line of

The glass on the Charles Elder farm In Paris,
Number Four 11111. Apply to
NELSON G. ELDKR.
South larls.

WALKINC SKIRTS,

near

NOTICE OF SALE.
Pursuant to a license from the Hon. Judge of
Probate, for the County of Oxford, I shall sell ul
public auction, on Saturday, the second day of
August, A. 1). 11102, at ten o'clock In the fore
noon, at the house on the ilrst described parcel,
all the right, title and Interest which Mary I).
Merrill, late of Denmark, In said County, deceased, had In and to the following described
real estate, viz.: A cet tain parcel of land In satii
Denmark, with the buildings thereon, lying on
the southwest side of the road leading from Den
mark to Kryeburg and on the easterly side >t the
old river road, so called, containing sixty acres,
more or less, and the same conveyed to the said
Mary D. Merrill by Samuel K. Oilman by deed
dated July 14th, Α. D. 1392, and recorded in
Oxford Western District Registry of Deeds,
book TO, page 272.
Also another certain parcel of land In eaid
Denmark, containing sixty acres, more or less,
1\ lng on the opposite si te of said river roail from
the ubove parcel, and being the same conveyed
to the laid Mary D. Merrill by S. Κ rocs t Oilman
by need dated October it, A. I). 1WH, anil recorded In salil Registry, book 32, page 115.
Dated this twenty-third lay of June, A. D.
1902.
EDWARD 0. WALKER,
Administrator with the will annexed.

Shopping

When out

SALE.

NOTICE.

At the Bowdoin commencement tat
Robert S. Benson of Snow β Falls

Supplies.

Mall oriler*

ness

tllllKf

R( c rds, Blanks, Horns, and

Samuel Richards,
South Paris, Maine.

refund the money on a 50-cent bottle
of Greene's Warranted Syrup of Tar if it
fails to cure your cough or cold.
Wo
also guarantee a 25-cent bottle to prove
satisfactory or money refunded. Williamson A Kimball; Ernest P. Parlin.

Λ lion'*

need of

CARD.

We, the undersigned, do hereby

smarting,

HEADQUARTERS FOR

They are some of the indications of defective vision and should
be attended to at once.
You'll lie surprised at the comfort a pair of glasses will afford if
your sight is in any way defective.
Scientific examination free and
is
proper glasses properly adjusted
what you are guaranteed here.

a

A

to

W. H. Winchester,

Limited

the Print

oftentimes show the

slight deaf nés».

When interviewed a few years ago concerning Roosevelt's life in the Maine
woods, Bill Sewall said to the reporter:
"Roosevelt will be President some day
and don't you forget it. One day sitting
on a log in the woods he said to me 'Bill,
I am in a perplexed state of mind and I
want your advice. If I follow my natural inclination I will devote my life to
botany. But something tells me that
there is a great future for me in public
life. You may laugh at mo but I have
a presentiment that one day I will be
president of these United States.' I
humored him," said Bill Sewall, "and
said that I would follow a public career
if I were he."

Maine.

glasses.

Ile writes a remarkably legible hand, and
doos all of bis own otlice work, never

having employed

South Pari*.

Headache

A. W. Paine of Bangor, who has just
bis 07th year of practice at
the Penobscot bar, is probably the oldest
lawyer in point of continuous practice
in New England, if not in the country.
He will be 00 years old on the Iftthof August, and is still in sound bodily health,
a

(

Wheeler,

BIIXBLOCK,

Dorchester, Mass.

Established 1780

completed

his only infirmity being

W. J.

The FINEST COCOA in the World
Costs Less than One Cent a Cop j
Thirty-Eight Highest Awards In
Europe and America.

heart-broken devoted husband, discon- THE BEST LINIMENT FOR
STRAINS.
solate parents and two loving sisters.
Mr. F. H. Wolls, the merchant at Deer
She had a large circle of friends who
held her in high esteem and deeply Park, Long Island, Ν. Y., says: "I alrecommend Chamberlain's
Pain
sympathize with her husband and rela- ways

J

la

treat of ice

a

pupils.

where as Grand Warden of the Rebekah
Assembly she has been visiting Rebekah

time"

for

nice trades in second
hand instruments.

some

children.

of six and one-half miles.

large stcck of new
and Organs, and have
a

One walnut case Poole piano, almost
new, for $tlOO, worth £200.

stenographer or typefriends who wish them a long life of writer. Besides his law
practice, which
happiness.
he attends to every day, be is connected
Mrs. Celia II. Sturtevant returned Sat- η an olticial
capacity with many corpourday from a week in Somerset Co., rations.

witT

Andover, her former home,

to all her little

Marsh. Both young people have resided
here since childhood and have many

Lo<jke's

also came in from Bethel. The rain did ι taken to
burial.
cot dnmp+n their ardor in the least.

Pianos

COCOA

Richard Furlong of Waterville shot
Hazel Chaplin. and killed himself Wednesday in the city
Ethel Bean
on Main Street.
Furlong was
Wallace Wood. gravel pit
He recently sent his wife to
Beulab Towne. very poor.
Walker
Rodolph
Magdalen Islands, her former home,
Walter Wills.
because be could not support her.
Leslie Smith.
School. His suicide is
supposed to be due

DIXFIELD
W. S. Chase, an old and respected
citizen of Dixfield, died Saturday morning, the funeral was from his late residence Monday afternoon.
At the residence of Mr. and Mrs. J. N.
Thompson Wednesday afternoon, at 2
o'clock, occurred the marriage of their
eldest daughter, Bessie, to Harry B.

S !îehï*,y

was a

Watermelon

Good-bye,
81nglng, America
Miss Perkins furnished

her'

Chapman'·
Chapman, from Minnesota,

Charte* Heslop.
Walter li«an.
Jair.ce Kay.
Guy Howker.
»chool
I<>a Brown
Ilortenw Wood.
Charlie Kay.
Leon Crockett
School.
Jennie Lehroke
Evelyn Woo<l.
George Martin.

Song, Kock-a-bye Ral>y,
At School an<l at Home,
Vacation
Butterflies,
We t.lttle Boy β
Seven Timet One,

me"

improving.

School

The Magic Word
Welcome
The Scarecrow
The Hlnl anil the Uov
The Kobln anil the Children

orplidlog

J

seven

I have

BREAKFAST

Allen Marshall was drowned at Millinocket a few days since by the upsetting
of his canoe while coming through the
headgate in the Great Northern ComHe leaves a wife and
pany's canal.

tance

Sft

I
J

Walter Bakers

somely decorated with flowers and cedar.
are
well-known Franklin
Reading by Mrs. Minnie Gove. The corporators
men.
diplomas were presented by Mr. nazen, County
In addition to all the centennials and
superintendent of schools.
A large number of the friends were other anniversaries observed in Maine
of
the
towns last week, it was commencement
present at the closing exercises
schools. The examination of the high week at Bowdoin. Colby and Bates Coloccurred on leges, and Bowdoin celebrated the close
and grammar schoole
Wednesday afternoon, and on Thursday of a century of educational work.
afternoon the examination of the priA telegram recently received in Banmary school, Miss Lena Perkins, teacher,
gor announced the death in Chicago of
with the following exercises:
Florence
wife of President Nathaniel

b»"*'«'■«

I

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR

A corporation known as the Madrid
the class were very satisfactory and the
Railroad is to build a narrow gauge road
large number of friends present were from
Phillips to Township No. (I, a dismuch pleased. The hall was very hand-

ewï

*b,?

hi?

THE WEEK IN MAINE.

OXFORD.
The Harry Rust Poet, G. ▲. R., and
W. R. C., visited the T. A. Roberts Poet
NEWS
and W. R. C., Friday evening, by invi- THE MOST IMPORTANT STATE
BRIEFLY TOLD.
tation. A supper was served of cold
meats, pastry, and coffee, after which
there was music, speeohes, etc. A. very
Bowdoin graduated 52 young men last
pleasant evening was spent.
week; Bates 34 young men and 25 young
Miss Η. E. Hersey of Boston spent women; and Colby 25 young men and 17
a few days at Dr. A. L. Hersey's.
young women.
Mr. Elmer Parrott and wife of PortThe towns of Baldwin, Waterville and
Parrott'e.
at
Geo.
are
Mr.
land
visiting
celebrated their centennials
Lucelia Brackett is at the hospital at Lincolnville
last week, with a highly successful affair
Lewiston for treatment.
in each town. The exercises at WaterRev. Mr. Callahan will preach a meof ville included the dedication of the new
morial sermon to the Knights
city ball.
June 29.

iniÏÏhr,tue

EVENTS.

June 23. -1 »em«cratlc County Convention, Si»utb
Parle.
July il-Λ.—Summer school. Canton.
Aug. J-9.— Old Hume Week.
Aug. .V—Oxford Pomona Grange, Uuckdeld.
.July 5—Prohibition county convention. South
Pari».
Aug. 5, »'·.—Reunion Eleventh Maine Regiment.
Rrownileid.
NEW

news

hJ''fe

I'or Ntaaler,

John

The

wonW?' ? ? thouf

«.OVKKNOK.

HILL,

FRYEBURQ.
buckfield.
BETHEL·
The village schools closed on Friday,
School· closed Friday week.
from Walter Wight, who is
June 20.
Mr·. Wallace Tuttle is improving
at the Maine General Hospital, ia enMiss Jackson, of Sangerville, who has
THE OOINQ8 OF THE WEEK IN ALL couraging.
Howard Ρ- Shaw attended
Mr. Wight was operated
at taught the 2d grade, left for home on
alma
mater
lut
their
Amy
week;
for
severe
of
a
attack
appendiSECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
very
upon
ward at Edward Little High Saturday, but will first visit Boston.
citis.
Miss Anna Barrows went back to BosMrs. W. Arthur Bunting of Groveton,
PARIS HILL,
and daughter and ton on Saturday. During this week she
Ν. H., is visiting her parents, with her
Chnrofc, Bar. H. H. Bishop, little
fnend, Principal Davie of Floral Park has been attending graduations in the
daughters, Muriel and Ethel.
Boston schools, awarding diplomas in
Mr. Dyer has returned to Bethel for
*T® "topping with C. S. Chllda.
w
®
B. F. Turner and children re- three of them, among them the Horace
Mrs.
xmuwj the summer.
Frijw Meeting Thursday
which echool
evening al 7 30 r. m.
Principal Hanscom aud family have turned from Massachusetts the 10th Mann School for the Deaf, of
she is chairman of the committee in
C.h,m'^ Rey· J· H· L,ttte· I'»8tor.
tost·
rrea.hlng service every Sunday at 11 a. M. been visiting in Poland and Minot.
T'""n" Um- oharge. In giving the diplomas the
Sunday school at 12 h.
Rev. and Mrs. Webster
Woodbury
pupils successfully "read her lips" as
South Framingham, Mass., have
Lathrop Brown, Harvard '04, is a from
that method is taught there. Miss Bar"ent
*>
this
at
Mr.
been
Purington's
guests
Kueat at old Brick for a few days.
rows leaves for Chautauqua, New Tork,
Miss Mills of Newark, N, J., arrived week.
Gardner has a situation at Dlx- July 2, where her lectures and classes
a minstrel show
Guy
Wednesday
evening
Saturday for her annual visit at Old
will occupy six weeks.
neld in an apothecary shop.
occupied Odeon Hall.
Brick.
Rev. W. C. Adams of Bangor preached
Can making is completed. 000,000 is
Mr. and Mrs. Parmenter of MassachuMisses Louise and Sara Gibbs of New
Sunday at the Congregational chapel.
setts are guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. the output.
York have been spending a few days
John Henry Weston of Holyoke, Mass.,
has 8old hi» steers for
Billings.
with their friend, Miss Adelaide Case.
«
A later arrival from Haverhill, has been at his father's for the past
The family of Mr. F. P. Chandler
Charles
Mrs.
Morris, Mr. Frank
Mass., claimed he would have paid 7 week.
moved to South Paris Wednesday.
Morris and Miss Effie Morris arrived at
Miss Abby Page left on Monday for a
Mr. Lee of Vermont, who has been cents per pound, estimating them at
White Mountain View Farm Tuesday.
short visit to her sister in Maiden, Mass.
Mrs. Ο. M. Mason, 4100 pounds.
his
visiting
daughter,
The rest of the family will come later.
J. P. Packard is quite ill, as he often Mrs. Goldthwaite is keeping house durhas returned to his home.
Employes of the telegraph company
ing her absence.
and Fannie Carter have is from the effects of army life.
Barbara
Misses
have been at work during the past week
Dr. and Mrs. John Mansor of Ossipee
were over and played
for a vacation.
their
home
to
returned
taking down the line which runs from Miss Fannie has a
As there was a have been at Mr. John Weston's.
in a school ball on Wednesday.
position
wire
The
they for mutes in
the Hill to South Paris.
o{ tbe Democrat along we Mrs. Mary Lord of Windham has been
Philadelphia and Miss
reeled up. ami the poles which were
a
Barbara has been in Bangor learning the will let him report as we are not versed with her mother, Mrs. Warriner, for
taken
were
of
them
most
were)
good (as
few weeks.
in base ball lore.
kindergarten method.
to the station and shipped elsewhere.
Mr. Willard left on Tuesday and would
On the 22d inst., Dr. Ileald was called
A good delegation from the Christian
This line was built about twenty years
centennial this
Endeavor attended the local union at to visit Aunt Marcia Bates, as she is enjoy the Bowdoin
of
Parie
the
Hill,
by
people
ago, by
known. She fell upon the tioor week.
Sumner.
familiarly
East
popular subscription, and turned over
Several persons from the village atMiss Ellen Gibson, who has spent cutting a gash four inches long on her
to the Great Northwestern Telegraph
in New Mexico, forehead. Although she is {>8 years of tended the circus at Portland on Wedseveral
teaching
years
Miss Jeannie Hubba-d was the
Co.
has returned to her Bethel home and her age she stood it like a martyr, and true nesday.
telegraph operator most of the time friends are hoping she will fully re- to her nature as though it was a trival
Dr. R. F. Chase, wife and son, have
while an office was maintained here.
she indulged in jollity and apt re- come to Mrs. Barker's from Boston.
affair,
cover.
no
Since her departure there has been
The family of Mr. R. II. Turner of
ht tho doctor's work
Sunday was observed in the Universone here to take the office and the line
would not rip, and told him he could say Portland have joined Mrs. T. at Mr.
al iHt church as Children's Day.
has been unused. With the New EngWm. Gordon'e.
"»
The Chapman concert is already an
land and Eastern Telephone Companies
Mrs. Fife and Miss Alice Hastings
assured success.
tad, the hone loot, with tho loogest none.
both having stations here connecting
Lhas. II. Prince reports a big and bril- went to Boston on Friday.
WEST BETHEL.
directly with telegraph offices, there is
Mies Hastings and Miss Hattie Pike
liant time at the Wqterville centennial
no real necessity for a telegraph line,
"Klzz! Pop' Bang'
start on Saturday on a trip to Nova
the
Whtz' Chop! Clan*!
and the company prefers to take up
Scotia.
his
The merry, merry Fourth Is near;
line rather than mako any repairs. The
Miss Louise Abbott is at home from
With amusements all the day,
wires
and
removal of one line of poles
GREENWOOD.
Night's tireworks so gay
Wellesley
College and Clarence Stone
the
llll
the
hearts
of
one
with
of
To
cheer,
highevery
*ω *° be a game of base ball from Amherst.
improves the appearance
.Joyel Boys! Noise!
between the boys of this part of the
ways.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Tarbox are in
Tin trump* and other toys
Uav stockinged fellows playing with the bat; town and South Bethel last Saturday, at Boston this week.
The directors of Paris Hill Library
When balloons above do so
at
meet
to
are
Association
requested
·*'«". but the rain came on,
The Congregational Sunday School
The people will shout: "<>h!
which of course, put a stop to the game went on a picnic to the Chautauqua
Hamlin Memorial Hall, Tuesday afterDid you ever, ever see the like of that?"
for
o'clock
three
at
week
this
of
shake'
Ache!
before it commenced.
noon
Quake!
Grove on Tuesday.
And backs that almost break!
The men did a good job on a part of
the regular meeting.
Miss Kate Abbott has returned from
When the sport and the frolic all are done;
in
other
while
Mr. and Mrs. J. Murray Quinby and
the
last
week,
road,
lier post as drawing teacher at the NorWhen you gladly «tart for bed
use
is
These words you've often said :
didn't
it
Master Thayer of Newton, Mass., are
evident
they
mal School at Farmington.
places
quite
"Yes, tired, but we've had a heap of fun."
much sandpaper with which to polish
spending a few days at O. A. Thayer's.
Rain reigns.
DENMARK.
Capt. and B. F. Woodbury and wife
up. They used lots of dynamite in blastPeddlers of all kinds are numerous.
from Portland have been visiting at Mrs.
Mrs. Winslow Robinson of Worcester,
ng, and with good success except in one
There is no lack of water for river- "
Ε. II. Jackson's.
„ daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Smith,
then instead of
Recent arrivals at the Hubbard House driving.
usual the cartridge took fire and burned with her four children and sister WinThe early bug catches the first dose of like a Roman candle, sending out flame nie, arrived at the home of her parents,
are:
.md a shower of sparks until it was all June lflth. Mr. Robinson's
summer
Mr*.C. E. Goo>111ue ami child, lalaml Pond, poison.
V|.
are residence is well under way and will
Nothing is being said this summer consumed. That, so far as the
Mr». John W. Philip, J. W. HhtUp, Jr., about heat and
drouth.
was
under
the
new
«tware,
soon be ready for the painters.
something
\nnapoll», M l.
John T. Lewis of North Waterford sun, and they would like to have someΚ lzabeth Pea bleu, Maryaret l'eablee, Auburn,
Mr. Burley Taylor of WestBridgton is
was in this village last week.
Maine, Henrietta Logan, Plttaburjc. Pa.
one who knows it all rise and explain
Sid Smith on the Robinson cothelping
Fannie Brooks has gono to Yarmouth tage.
Miss Harriet Twitchell, who has been
Augustus J. McAllister has sold his
visiting her nephew in Ashland, Mass., farm to G. D. Morrill, and bought a to visit her brother, Rev. C. A. Brooks.
Mr. I. H. Berry is making some exfor some time, has returned home.
Mrs l·rank Brooks is on the sick list· tensive repairs on his house.
house in Bethel village.
Miss Bertha Twitchell, who is teachMr. Sim Colby's house is ready for
Growing weather for grass, grain and lier sister, Annie Cross, is caring for
One man was seen Monday with scythe the masons.
in;: in Wilbraham, Mass., is at Walter E. weeds, but corn and beans need more
and snath on his shoulder, headed
Twitehell's for the vacation.
sunshine and warmth.
Mr. Augustine Ingalls is rc-shingling
New hymn books have been obtained
field; but there is much his barn.
Eugene A. Briggs of South Paris,
for the Baptist church.
Mr. L. A. Ingalls is reported as imGeorge W. Merrow of North Yarmouth, lioeinj, to be done yet, and some of the
Mrs. W. L. Perham and Miss Wilma Claude N. Mills of Portland, and Elmer crops are hardly out of the ground. The proving and able to be about.
of
visit
a
have gone to OUI Town for
R. Briggs, station agent at Empire Road, fact is they are making slow progress on
Mr. and Mrs. Horace True are the
several weeks.
visited their parents in this village on account of the cold weather
parents of a girl baby, 0 pounds, born
a
Saturto
<ί.
is
be
a
School
Ε.
Harlow
Sabbath
There
Mrs.
picnic Wednesday night.
gave
party
Sunday last.
Mills, on the Fourth of
Mr. Nelson Thomas is doing the paintMiss Cleo Russell of Bethel Ilill closed near
day evening, at which a number of the
were
of
the
come
with ing on the new cottage being built for
and
all
are
invited
to
guests.
her
term
third
of school in this village •July,
place
young people
n°t forgetting the basket Mr. Robinson.
Kev. J. II. Little, the pastor, will on Thursday of last week, and teacher
occupy the pulpit at the Universalist and pupils went to Gilead Friday, en- filled JÎ something good to eat.
»
and thereafter joying a pleasant ride and a picnic dinat home from his school
church nest Sunday,
GRAFTON.
m Bethel, and when his father comner in the grove near the wire bridge.
regularly.
Mrs. G. A. Otis, who has been away
mences haying he will jU8t make things the
G. Lincoln Hammond of New York is
past two weeks visiting her daughCAST BFTWP1.
here on a visit to the family of his
gee off; since there will be a crew of ters in Greene and Berlin, Ν. H., returnOnwan
in
Farwell
visited
relatives
the
F.
Hammond.
father, Hon. George
8,,PPosing of course
ed home a few days ago.
,
I wtather to be
favorable.
Academy Hall, which has undergone Lovell last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Nickerson of Brunswick
Miss
is
Abbie
Swan
from
Paris
South
this
will
be
'ril0,°as
lier
school
in
c,ÛSed
a renovation,
re-opened Tuesday
and Miss F. E. Eaton of Portland have
at
J.
Swan's.
H.
was
ball.
The
which
a
last
concert
and
district
with
a
very
visiting
Saturday,
evening
beeu the guests of Mrs. Farrar the past
Mrs. Sarah Farwell has gone to Lovell successful term as tho writer can testify,
be
concert will
given by Steams'
Mr. Nickerson returned
two weeks.
°ne °
echolars for a short home
Orchestra, assisted by Miss Fannie Cum- to visit her daughter, Mrs. Z. McAllister.
Tuesday after a few days of fine
Miss Hester Kimball visited friends in
Tickets for the concert,
in ings, reader.
success with the trout fishing.
Rev. Mr. Brown preached a very in1.'» cents: for the ball which follows, 50 Rumford last week.
Mr. and Mrs. George Muse have reZ. W. Bartlett was at Byron last week. teresting sermon at the Center last Sabcents per couple. Every one will wish to
turned to Grafton.
Mr. Oscar Tracy has returned to his bath afternoon, his subject being foundattend at least the concert, and see the
Miss Ruth Brown is assisting Mrs.
new hall.
The work done includes a work in Harrison.
aliDg °f the ten IePer8· Farrar with her work.
llw
wife was present and assisted very
lliswif
new hard wood tloor in hall and stage,
Mr. and Mrs. George Brown and two
EAST HEBRON.
much in singing, as usual. Our thanks children of Auburn came on their yearly
and entire new decorations and a kitchen
The grammar school taught by Clar- are due Mr Brown for a card containing
on the rear, with numerous minor imvisit to his mother, Mrs. Ν. M. Brown, a
ence Flood, Colby, '04, will close on Fri- the order of
religious exercises, „is con- week or two ago. Mr. Brown returned
provements. An outiit of new scenery
has also been procured. The hall is now day, the 27th. An entertainment in the la ted at Bryant's Pond, including a line home on
Tuesday last.
•ne of the prettiest little assembly rooms evening will be given by the school in photograph of the Baptist church
Mrs. Lilla Coleman, who was quite
Grange Hall, consisting of music, declaAnd while in the act of giving thanks, sick last
to be found in this vicinity.
week, is slowly gaining.
selections
and ne will extend them to some one for a
At a meeting of the Paris Hill Tennis mations, recitations,
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Farrar are visiting
Club the old officers were re-elected, dialogues. A small admission fee will western paper, containing a large dia- at his mother's.
ilso a committee was chosen to make be required. Cake and ice cream will
Pelee' ™'t appeared when
I
ί
and death on to the
NEWRY.
by-laws and rules governing the courts. be served in tothe dining room. The dealing destruction
are
some
useful
purchase
city of St. Pierre and harbor.
Any one wishing to join the club can do proceeds
SUNDAY RIVER.
book
for
new
the
school
A
house.
olin Titus and wife are visiting
so by the payment of SI .00 to the treasMrs. Helen Atherton died at her fahas been mentioned.
The relatives m Phillips this week.
urer, E. F. Shaw, or the president, J. M. dictionary
ther's home in Phillips and was brought
students are anxious to lend a helping
and
weather
now,
Thayer.
?f f.ai.r
Her little daughter
here for burial.
Two games of base ball will be play- hand since it was decided in town meet- lliursday, it is giving us a good wetting
and father, Wilson Beal, and
The fact is there has been Evangeline,
ed ou the common, 4th of Julv dav. At ing to have a new school house built down again
Evie Beal, accompanied the re·
«*» ·■-·!
nlav
previous to the next term of school.
an over production of rain ever since sister,
mains. She was laid beside her husC. F. McKenney is very feeble and
;ind at 2 p. u. the married and single
April came in and it seems a pity band who died a
year and a half ago.
does not gain but very little if any. He that Texas could not have about onemen will play.
Lots of fun expected.
Mr. Charlee Ellis of Boston is visiting
Miss Grace Doe is a guest at. B. S. has a hard cough and bat little strength. ulf of it since they are all drying up -i A T\ A it.
ir is uiuugut ne win recover 11 no noes
there and shipping cattle out of the
Doe's.
Lizzie Parker, who has been sick with
state tn save their lives.
Charles E. Waterman and wife of not take more cold.
is
typhoid fever, is gaining.
Business
farmer».
lively among
Mechanic Falls, who have been visiting
Herbert Kendall is shingling hie new
HEBRON.
at Loren B.
Merrill's, returned home The weeds grow more rapidly than
Mr. Will Hibbs of Boston spent Sun- house.
of late.
vegetables
here
has
been
Mrs.
Waterman
Monday.
Mr. Merrill
from
Lewiston came day at Mr. Hibbs'.
several weeks.
BRYANT POND.
Mrs. Howe went to Marblehead, Monlien. .Samuel J. Anderson of Portland through the place on Tuesday with fresh
Bryant's Pond Baptist church, Rev. Henry A.
is the guest uf his daughter, Mrs. Chas. fish and intends to come weekly on that day, where she will stay a while with Brown, Pasor. Public Worship Sunday at 10:30
day, and Mr. Whittemore on Wednes- her sister-in-law, Mrs. Jane Barrows.
Α. mand 730 r. M.
Sunday School at 12.15
F. Mathewson.
II. L. Whitney of Boston is at their p.m. Prayer meeting at 7:30 p. m. All are
Miss Case and Miss Man Case are at day. lie has been on the route since
most cordially Invited to attend these meetings.
is
summer
home
Mrs.
here.
Mr.
Hitchcock
left. Mr. W. gets a good
Whitney
Lake George tor a stay of two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Brooks and family
The Paris Kill "Squash Bugs" weut to trade here and brings good fresh articles expected soon.
her have hired Camp Dewey and will reside
Grace
finished
Miss
for
sale.
Bumpue
Uucktield last week and played base ball
The prospect for a large apple crop is school on Harris Hill last week and is there for the summer. Mrs. Blodgett is
with the juvenile club in that village.
now home for the vacation.
working for them. Miss Nell Preble is
Notwithstanding the fact that they were not very flattering in many orchards.
also at work for them caring for the
his
foot
who
cut
Howard
Peas
and
sweet
corn
for
Glover,
quite
came
score
Independence
defeated by a single
they
children.
home happy and declare that they were are not anticipated in this vicinity. badly, is improving.
Chas. Bray has the foundation of his
well treated. The Bucktield lads come Even the potatoes will be late. Last
LOVEU.
to Paris Hill Monday afternoon for the year we cooked them June 25 and now house laid and is now at work on it.
The schools of the town closed the
Wallace Cushraan of Auburn did the
they have no blossoms.
return game.
Edwin I.ane has workmen and is re- work. Mrs. Wallace Cushman visited past week. Quite a large number of the
H. W. Lyon, Jr., returned Monday
his barn and making ready for relatives and friends while they were parents and friends visited the village
pairing
to
Boston.
short
visit
from
a
morning
Bchool Friday afternoon, and recitations
here.
The Paris Hill Golf Club have erected haying on his new farm.
Dr. and Mrs. Fred Bowman have re- were given by the scholars.
Mrs. Roland Woodward from West
an arch over the entrance to the links
Many of the summer visitors are arrivAuburn was in the place last week.
turned to their home in Minnesota.
bearing the uame of the club and put up
Prof. J. F. Moody, son and other ing and the cottages are being occupied
guide boards pointing the way to the
NORTH 8UCKFIEL0.
friends, have gone to the lakes on a fish- earlier than usual.
links.
C. G. Andrews of South Paris has been
Fairtield Farrar has moved to West in j; trip.
Will TTKitORE DISTRICT.
Sumner.
Mrs. Dr. Donham was at Auburn, in town a few days.
Mrs. W. H. Cole, who spent the past
John Fox, who has been seriously ill
Wm. C. Cummings has moved on to Friday.
wiuter with herdaughter in Auburn, has the Fairfield Farrar
for some weeks, is now improving.
place.
NORTH PARIS.
returned to her home in this district for
The work on the state road has been
The telephone service in the Darnit
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Curtis and chil- completed for the summer, and in conthe summer, accompanied by her son-in- school district is now in
order.
running
a
law, Horace D. Tuttle, and two grandA Miss Hale from Oxford is caring for dren, Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Curtis and nection with that of last year, makes
children.
child, and Phin Curtis and Miss Murphy great improvement.
Mrs. Ν. B. Emery now.
Miss Kathryn Royal is at home from
Six horses were brought and taken
Mrs. S. D. Swallow's mother, Mrs. visited at W. E. Curtis', June 22.
Mrs. Emma Berry visited at F. E. from here last week by Mr. Kennett,
Cottage City, Mass., for her summer Lucy A. Turner, and her sister, Mrs. L.
one pair of W. S. Fox, one pair of Daniel
vacation.
A. Keene of East Sumner, have been Gowell's June 20.
We understand that Eugene Richard- McAllister and one each of F. C. Walker
Mr. F. A. Whittemore of New York is
guests of Mrs. Swallow the past week.
and £. N. Fox.
visiting his sister, Mrs. J. B. Drake, for
Mrs. Jule Mayhew is at West Sumner son has bought the Ira Warren farm.
Mrs. Alton Curtis had a lawn party
a time.
on a visit.
of
her
friends
is
A
number
last
week.
of
Waterville
Mrs. Harriet Glidden
WEST SUMNER.
The roads in our village are so good
visitiug her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. W. there has been no occasion for the road from Norway were there.
Bennie Chandler has returned home
Alvah
and
child
and
Mrs.
Curtis
Mr.
Royal.
machine to plow a furrow here this
from the Leavitt Institute of Turner,
visited at Eugene Curtis' last week.
A. O. Wheeler is putting an addition season.
where he has been attending school.
E.
at
M.
the
The
children's
of 20 χ 25 feet on his barn.
night
W. S. Field is visiting his parents for
Quite a number of teams are hauling
The
little
folks
a
success.
was
a short time.
pressed hay by our place to Buckfield to chapel
had been well drilled and gave evidence
WILSON'S MILLS.
be shipped away.
Praise services are held each Sunday
Bert Austin and his sister are at home of it in their recitations.
The Chauncey party from Brooklyn
evening at the Baptist church.
from Hebron Academy on their summer
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Gardiner, who have
came down from Camp Caribou, Parmach>—e Lake, Monday; guides, A. W. vacation.
Charles Ross of Rumford Falls was in been visiting friends and relatives in
Cheeterville for two weeks, have returnLinnell, R. S. Bean, E. S. Bennett, Peter
the place a few days last week.
BROWNFIELD.
and Arthur Littlehale.
Mrs. A. J. Abbott visited her son in ed home.
The Berlin Bridge Co. are putting on Bethel
J. A. Tuell has started his bakery cart,
Leslie Hart and Lewis Olson went to
recently.
a steel bridge across Shepherd River in
Andover the first of the week.
Miss Myrtie Wentworth and Miss Liz- going to the neighboring villages.
Mrs. £. G. Doble went to the Central
R. A. Storey and E. S. Bennett started the Centre village.
zie Parker were at A. J. Abbott's last
D. B. Seavey is failing and has only week.
Maine General Hospital last week and
for Norway Tuesday to attend the meeton
been able to take liquid food for about
ing of Oxford Royal Arch Chapter.
J. F. Littlehale and wife visited her underwent a successful operation
Fishermen are plenty. Nearly every eight months.
Monday of this week. Dr. Andrews acbrother at Portland recently.
The Pequawket House is being well
able-bodied man in town is guiding.
L. H. Beck, A. D. Littlehale, W. E. companied her.
The Oxford County Telephone and
The cellar is being dug, and the stone patronized by transient travelers and Curtis and J. Bradford have had teleTelegraph Co. will have a stockholders'
is( ready for the foundation of the chapel. summer boarders.
put in.
phones
'Perley Flint, who has been over to the Mrs. Harnden, who has been on the W. W. Dunham has been adding to his meeting on Monday, June 30.
Rev. C. A. Hayden of Augusta will
Rangeley Lakes guiding since early sick list for a number of days, is con- herd of I. 0. Chester swine and now has
valescent.
preach in the Universalist church next
some nice ones.
spring, came home Saturday.
Mr. Seavey remains about the same.
Sunday, at the usual hour of forenoon
service.
NORWAY LAKE.
Monday night there was a dance at
HARTFORD.
Bernard Potter and Victor Partridge Bean's Hall.
It rains like guns.
HIRAM.
Tuesday evening the Grange gave a
went to Lewiston Thursday.
There will be a grand picnic at the
Mr. Simon Phinney of Lynn, Mass., is
Mrs. Eugene Flood and little son Carl, supper at town hall to quite a crowd, so custard pie grove under the direction of
at Ëast Hiram.
of Farmington, are visiting at David we have been informed.
the Custard Pie Association July 4th. visiting Mr. John Clark
Wednesday evening the Ladies' Circle All should come.
Mra. Edwin K. Welch, of Northwood,
Flood's.
John
Perkins.
Mrs.
met
with
and
W. S. Partridge has recently purchased
Rev. W. W. Hooper preached at the N. IL, is visiting her parents, Mr.
This Thursday evening prayer meeting
Mrs. Eli demons.
a piano.
at
p.
2:30
u.
last
Sunday
grove
In the list of graduates at North
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Kneeland are in at the church.
The ladies organized a sewing circle at
were
Friday evening Odd Fellows lodge.
Waterford visiting relatives.
the house of H. A. Bicknell on the 22d. Bridgton Academy on June 18,
East
Saturday evening rest.
The next Woman's Club meeting will
A Sunday School has been organized Miss Alice Gertrude Martin of
Quite a good many from this place at the Line school house with 34 mem- Hiram and Mr. Samuel Wadsworth
be with Mrs. C. A. Stephens July 2d.
to
the
cirwent to Portland Wednesday
demons of Hiram.
bers.
cus.
WEST PARIS
Many of our citizens attended the cenAunt Marcia Bates met with quite a
has
home
from
returned
Mrs.
Dr.
Fitch
Rev. C. A. Hayden of the Augusta
serious accident last Sunday. She fell tennial on the 22d of the incorporation
in
of
Maine.
visit
eastern
her
the
part
Rev. Frederick A. Noble,
Universalist church will preach in the
on the floor and cut a severe gash in her of Baldwin.
Baptist church here next Sunday, Jul)
forehead. Dr. Heald was called and D. D., of Chicago, a native of Baldwin,
6, at 3 p. m.
The Eleventh Maine Regiment holds sewed up the wound. Being asked if it delivered a most eloquent and impressive
its reunion this year at Brownfield, Aug. hurt ehe said she guessed it wouldn't address.
Mrs. Charles B. Davis, who had an inEAST SUMNER.
5th and 6th, during Old Home Week. rip. At last accounts she was doing
ternal tumor removed, is now
Mr. M. C. Osgood, who had been in The call for it is published elsewhere in well.
Hon. Oliver Allen, who has been ill
Decatur Irish has got his new barn
failing health for some time, died on this paper, with program and other inmonths, is now able to walk about
Tuesday evening, the 24th inst., aged formation.
nearly completed. It will be when done somefarm.
the
one of the best barns in the county.
75 years. A most worthy exemplary
Mrs. Fannie T. Clifford attended the
SOUTH RUMFORD.
He served
man is thus taken from us.
convention of the W. C. T. U. at Norway
NORTHWEST BETHEL.
for many years as clerk and treasurer of
Died, June 23d, Mrs. Clara A. Bessey,
A. R. Tuell and wife of West Paris last week.
the town of Hartford and was a most aged 37 years. She leaves one daughMr. Marshall L. Wadsworth has reFuneral ter, Maggie, a mother, two sisters, and ipent the 21st and 22d with S. L. Mason.
honest and faithful servant.
For the past fifteen
Miss Amy Bean and Mrs. E. S. Mason turned to his home in Somervllle.
services were held at the Congregational three brothers.
Mr. and Mrs. Halley M. Fowler, of
church on Friday afternoon.
years she has made her home at Dr. J. vent to Gilead recently.
Somervllle, Mass., on Friday escaped
Virgil L. Wilson from Dorchester, from
Eight persons from South Paris drove F. Putnam's, where her daughter still
a shower of rice and old shoes and
Services were held there Wednes- tfass., is visiting his parente, H. H. Wilover on Thursday in the pouring rain to lives.
came to Mountain View Farm and passed
attend the meeting of the Oxford Local day at 10 Α. mconducted by Rev. Mr. ι ton and wife.
T. H.
sister, Mrs. Hansah the Sabbath in the family of your corUnion of Christian Endeavor.
Eight Dix from the Falls and the remains were

THE OIFOKÛ BKABS.

of which her line is

$1.98

to

$S.oo.

complete, ranging

lady

The

never

he without.

place

for

There is

durability

Also, there is
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in

nothing

line of

flounce and

insertion.
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SPECIAL VALUE: —Duck Skirt
flounces, braid trimmed, only $1.00.

ν

two

Remember you will find a full line of SHIRT
to suit the fancy of all.

WAISTS

MRS. L. B. ANDREWS,
MAXIM

KAMTERX

TttLKPIIOIVK

In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
)
In the matter of
In Bankruptcy,
EDWIN BROWN,
of Rtimford, Bankrupt. )
creditor»
of Edwin
To the
Bkown,
In the County of Oxford anil district aforesaid :
Notice le hereby given that on the 25th day of
June. Δ. D. 1902, the said Edwin
Brown
was duly
bankrupt, and that the tirai
meeting of his creditors wlll be held at the Court
House, In South Parle, on the liith day of
July, A. D. 1902, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon,
at which time the said creditors may attend,
prove their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
the bankrupt, and transact such other business
as may properlv come before said meeting.
South Parle, June 30th, 1902.
GEO. A. WILSON,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

BLOCK, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

103-11.

J

ί

I

adjudicated

in Norfolk Suits

to Suit

Price $5.50 to $7.50.

In the District Court of the United Statei for the
District of Maine. In Bmkruptcy.
In the matter or
)
JOHN M. TOBIN.
Bankruptcy,
of Mexico, Bsnkrupt. )
To the creditors of John M. Tobln tn the
Couuty of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice is hereby given that on tbe iHh day of
June, A. D. 1902. the said John M. Tobln was
duly a'ljudleated bankrupt, and that the flrst
meeting of his creditors will be held nt the Court
House, in South Parle, on the ltith dav of July,
A. D. IUU2, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which
time the said creditors may attend, prove their
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
and transact euch other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
South Parla, June 30th, 1902.
GEO. A. WILSON.
Referee in

{In

Also

splendid

three

Elegant

values in

piece suits,

To

Youths' and

Boys'

ti.ffO to $10.OO.

Vestee Suits for the little

S years.

Boys,

3 to

appreciate

(hem Is to call
aud see the in.

Agents

Bankruptcy.

adjudicated

Everybody.

Just the thing for hot weather.

NOTICE.

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
)
In tbe matter of
Λ NTHYMK L. Bahkikault, j In Bankruptcy,
of canton. Bankrupt.
)
To tbe creditors of Anthyme L. Barrleault, In
the County of Oxford and dletrlct aforesaid :
Notice le hereby given that on the 28th day of
Ju y, a D. 1902. the aald Anthyme L. Barrleault
was duly
bankrupt, and that tbe
first meeting of bis creditors will be held at the
Court House, in South Paris, on tbe 16th day
of July, A. D. 1902, at 10 o'clock In the
forenoon, at which time the said creditors may
attend, prove their claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt and transact euch other
business aa may properly come before said
meeting.
South Parla, June 30,1902.
GEO. ▲. WILSON,
Referee In Bankruptcy.
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and convenience.

a new

and Duck with
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one

that takes their

Light Weight Skirts,
White

from

price

once owns

for the

Celebrated Queen Quality Ladies'
Kibo Kid Boots and Oxfords.

J. F. PLUMMER,

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

31 Market Square.
Eastern

Telephone 106-3.
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at

spending

Bolster was in Portland Mon-

business trip.

Mrs. Harriman of Bethel is
Morton's for the summer.

Commencing June 15, IMS,

ρ

Mrs. and Mrs. Fred Scott are
few days in Auburn.
X. D.

SOUTH PARIS.
βοΐ'τκ ρακί» post office.
Oltlce Hour* tf .Ό0 to 7 Λ) a. a; S:00
Κi λ» r.

a

at

J. J.

J udge Wilson attended commencement
Colby College last week.

W. F. Atkins and wife had green peas
for dinuer out of their garden Friday.

Mr. and Mrs. George Hargrave of
Portland spent Sunday at J. J. Morton's.

M., 10 13
ui» west?-10A. *..3:38 ρ
A very enjoyable concert was given at
ally, Sun·lays Included·. Sun.lay only, the Methodist church Sunday evening.

"·

chckches.
Rev. W. e.
i'lret Congregational Church.
10 45
tirv- t1». I».. pastor. Preachtn* senrices,
Sunday School 12 m.; Y.
m. at.'i Τ ·«> p.
»
on
«
Church
P.
Κ.
at
prayer
meeting
ν
C'.
ρ
A U, not otherΓ .r- ! »v evening at 7 30 o'clock.
«Κ· connected. are cordially Invito.
tftthodlst Church, Kev. A. W. Pottle, Paetor.
a.
!>l Sunday. morning prayer meeting, »:»
reaching eervlce 1ο:45'α. *., Sabbath School
*
6:15 P.
Meeting,
League
Kpworth
li
7 p.m., prayer meeting
evci lug prayer meeting
Γ·:·.·-:·»'·* evening; class met. ting, Vrldavevenlng.
T.J. RamsdeU, Pastor.
Kev.
Ki)>t!?t Church.
^ .h
!;»y, preaching service 10:45 a. m.; Sab>· !..(ol li
praver meeting 7 .Ό») p. n.;
meeting Tue»<lav evening.
,,r iv.
I >i!vt rv»!!»t Church, Kev. J. 11. I.ttt'.e, Pastor.
Cr» ji lug service every &undav at 2:30 »*·. m.. In
\«w llall.

W. R. Henry is building
connection with his house
Street.

stable in
on Nichols

a

A. C. Wheeler, Superintendent of
Schools, spent Sunday with friends in
Auburn.

REPRESENTATIVE APPORTIONMENT.
Delegates from the following towns in
at Bryant's
NOMINATE A FULL TICKET.—MORE THANj the Wood a took district met
Pond last Friday and after a most
THE USUAL INTEREST DISPLAYED.
harmonious convention allotted representatives as follows:
The Democratic county convention1
1902—Sweden and Denmark.
met at the court house last Wednesday,
1904—Woodstock.
as called.
There were some thirty dele1900—Greenwood and Stow.
gates present representing about half
1908—Albany and Stoneham.
the towns of the county, and a number
1910—Waterford.
of others prominent in the councils of
The towns in the district were reprethe party. The business was promptly
sented in the convention by the followand systematically done, though without
conteste, and considerable more interest ing delegates:
Woodstock—Jamea L. Rowker.
and animation was displayed than has
James M. Day.
been the case in the Democratic conJ. H. Davis.
Stoneham—.Jonathan Bartlett.
ventions of recent year*.
F. H. Bartlett.
The convention was called to order at
Albany—Amos G. Bean.
10:40 by B. G. Mclntire of Waterford,
Waterford-H. M. Flake.
Isaac F. Jewett.
Oxford County member of the State
Addison Mlllett.
committee, who announced Francis A.
Stow—Ο. R. Barrow*.
Fox of Kezar Falls as chairman. W. L.
Sweden— R. O. Moulton.
J. W. Perry.
Farrar of South Paris was chosen secreGreenwood—Edward Penley.
tary.
Denmark—Not represented.
COUNTY

NOEWAY.

DEMOCRATS

Denmark, June 25, to the wife of Horace
I True, a daughter.
In North Albany, .lube β, to tte wife of Jack
We have put in· a small lot of
McKenzle, a daughter.
as an
In Albany, June IS, to the wife of Herman Glassware and China
Brown, a daughter.
ment and made prices very low.
of
to
the
wife
In South Pails, June 31,
Cyrus
lot of sauce or berry
I A. Durgln. a daughter.
In Locke's Mille, June 22, to th« wife of Chas.
sets
consisting of a large, deep, heavy
K. Cross, a daughter.
bowl and six 5c nap25 cent
the set of seven dishes worth
pies,
MARRIED.
28
for
55 cts. at

Congregational Church, Rev. B. S.
Preaching service Sunday,
H.; Sabbath School, 19KM M.; Men'·
Meeting at βΛ0; Social Meeting, 7:15 p.

Secon-t

Hideout, Paetor
a.

a

Few

colored waists for morning
Here you
or for work waists?
will find a large line of colored

In

OHCBCHU.

110:40

Don't You Need

BORN.

more

experi-

Prayer
at
M.; regular weekly Prayer Meeting, Thursday
waists from a
evening; T. P. S. C. E. Meeting Friday evenat
ing 7 JO.
silk
tucked
a
to
cts.
50
Unlvereallst Church, Rev. Caroline B. Angell,
the
Pastor. Preaching service on Sunday, at 10:x0
U.
Y. P. C.
$2.75. White is considered
a. M.; Sabbath 8«hool, 19
want colored
meeting, 7 .-00 p. u.
still
most
you
dressy,
Paalor.
Methodist Church. Rev. B. F. Flckett,
Preaching service, 1030 a. m.; Sabbath School,
ones for common.
In Rrldgton June IS. Mr. Charles Saunders cents.
12:00 κ.; Social Evening Meeting, 7.Ό0 p. m.;
class meet- and Mlits Mahel Smith both of Sweden.
prayer meeting, Tueaday evening;
The famous "Crown" brand of
Fr.
Van
In
June
6T6oId£·
Lewlston.
Dlngene,
17, by
iD£» Frldfty
ONE LOT made from best
from
china,
Baptist Church. Rev. E. S. Cotton, Pastor. Mr. Bathlas Besson of Norway and Miss Alber- decorated
Preaching service, 10 Λ0 a. m.; Sabbath School, tlne Charon of Lcwl'ton
tucked back,
this season, decorated in
In Norway, June 24, by Rev. C. E. Angell, Mr.
12.00 m. Prayer Meeting Sunday evening 7 P. M.
thick
Ernest William Hutchlns of Exeter, Ν. II., and blue and
buttons,
front, pointed cutl,
green on double
STATED MEETINGS.
Miss Elizabeth June Leavltt of Norway.
In Damarlscotia, June 2H, Mr. H. W. Trask of china, not the thin transparent kind,
F. Λ A. M. Reeular meeting of Oxford Lodge
cents.
75
falls and Miss Gertrude Hall of DamNo. 18, In Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on or Rumfonl
breakfast
5 cts., dinner plates
before fuil moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter, arlscotU.
in blue,
saucer 10 cts.,
June 2S, br Rev. M. B. Townsend, 10 cts.,
In
and
on
or
Dlxfleld,
of silk
Evening,
imitation
FANCY
No. 99, assembles Wednesday
cup
GINGHAMS, a good
B. Marsh and Mies Bessie M.Thomp
before full moon. Oxford Council, R. Λ S. M., Mr. Harry
bowl 10 cts.
red,
and linen stripes with spots, full front, tucked back,
son, both of Dlxfleld.
Oxford
green,
moon.
Lodge,.
full
after
Friday evening,
In Dlxfleld, June 11, by Rev. M. B. Townsend, I
No. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after
cufls,
buttons, $1.00.
Mr. Perley Myshall and Miss Lillian Rankin,
full moon.
lb of Rldlonvllle.
made similar to ones
I. O. O. F.—Norwav Lodge.—Regular meeting
A BETTER WAIST in Silk
In Odd Fellows' Half, every Tuesday Evening.
$2.25.
to
described
Odd
In
meets
above, good enough and pretty enough wear
Wlldey Encampment, No. 21,
DIED.
Fellows' Ha 1, second and fourth Friday Even-1
MALE.
FOR
FAR!*
Don't
All
to
ones.
see
our
Rebekah
white
Lodge,
prices.
forget
Inge of each month. Mt. Hope
An
No. 58, meets on first and third Friday of each
Near Tucll Town, Parle. Ttic Sullivan
lu South l'aris, June 30, Charles Κ. Morse,
4.
DAY
JULY
month.
ETSTORE
ALL
CLOSED
drews farm, containing about 200 acres. Uood
π
M
lock
500
aged
years.
apple
K. of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway
lot of hard wood and spruce tlmlier.
Id DlxflcUl, June 21, W. S-JL'hane.
(>. Noyes
In house
water
fruit.
Running
every Thursday Evening. U. R., A.
In Kumford, June 23, Mrs. Clara A. Bessey, treee, grafted
Poles i>ct for telephone on Curtis
Division, No. 12, meetH third Friday of each
and barn.
month. Lake Assembly, No. S3, P. S., second age»I 73 years.
(1111 line. One-half mile from rural mall route.
Mrs. Harriet Frost, aged
In
June
25,
month.
Norway,
each
of
and fourth Friday evenings
All crops will go with farm If sold before having
Eastern Telephone Connection.
5
P. of H.—Norway G ranee neets second and 74 years.
time.
In East Sumner, June 24, M. C. Osgood, agc<t
DANIEL ROSS,
fourth Saturdays o'f each month at Grange Hall.
75
In
meets
Maine.
years.
North l'arle,
G. A.R
June 11,11102.
Harry Rust Post, No. M,
In Canton, June IS, Italph Penley, aged about
Sew G. A. R. 'lall on the first Tuesday Evening 1
27 years.
of each month.
W. R. C.— Meets In New G. A. R. ilall, Mon
COMMISSIONERS' NOTICE.
day evening.
Ν. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, moets In
June 23, A. D. 1902.
OINTMENTS FOR CA- OXFORD, 9»:
BEWARE
OF
Wedthird
and
the
first
R.
on
A.
New G.
Hall,
duly apTARRH THAT CONTAIN MERCURY,
We. the undersigned, havlnir been
nesdar evening» of each month
Addison E. Herrlck,
Ο U. A. M.—Norway and South Paris Council, a· mercury will surely destroy the sense of smell pointed by the Honorable and for said County,
wltldn
Probate
of
Hall
K.
every
Tuesday
A.
Those who buy their
at
G.
No. 10, meets
and completely derange the whole system when Judge
to ra»lve and deride upon tin·
evening.
entering It through the mucous surfaces. Such Commissioners
the estate of Stephen
U. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199, meets articles should never he used except on pre- claims of the creditors of
of I'arls, η said County, desecond and fourth Wednesday evenings of each •crlt tlons from reputable physicians, as the K. Kimball, late
In'•eased, whose ei-tate has been represented
month.
to
damage tbey will do Is ten fold to the good you
No.
public notlre agreeably
247,
hereby
give
solvent,
Commandery.
U. O. G. C.—Norway
Mali's Catarrh
can posMldy derive from them.
six
that
of
Probate,
s-«ld
Judge
meets second and fourth Thureday evenings of Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney Λ Co., the order of the
and
and alter the twentieth day of May,
from
months
here are
each month
and
no
Is
taken
Toledo, O., contains
mercury,
said creditors
Λ. 1). 11)02, have been allowed to
Internally, acting directly upon the blood and to
claim», and that we
their
weather.
and
cool
Each
and
prove
rain
of
presei.t
Hall's
In buying
mucous surfaces of the system.
Plenty
M unie!·
for society, sport and business.
will attend to the duty assigned us at the
on
Mrs. A. C. McCrellie and daughter are Catarrh Cure be sure you get the genuine. It Is
'ourt Room In Norwav, In said County,
pal
Is
made
In
and
taken Internally
Toledo, Ohio, by
We
next, and on the
line.
visiting the McCrellie people in North F J. Cheney
Saturday, the 2<ith day of July ten of the clock
A Co. Testimonials free.
garment is coriect in its
of November next, at
Berwick for a time.
Sold by Druggists, price 75 cents pir bottle. 20th day
of said days.
each
of
forenoon
In
the
Hall's Family I'llls are the best
F. A. Fox, Esq., of Porter, was in town
IIKRRICK C DAVIS,
alteration without charge,
make any
ALFRED S. KIMBALL.
this week. He presided over the DemoCommissioners.
Paris.
at
South
cratic convention
and the result is always satisfactory.
and Plowing
For Ensilage,
D. S. Sanborn and R. C. Sanborn atMonBaldwin
at
attention.
the
centennial
under
tended the
NOTICE.
Our Outing Suits are attracting
day. The Sanborns moved from that
that he
notice
gives
subscriber
hereby
The
town nearly half a century ago.
of the
and Norfolk Style, $5 to $12.
has been duly appointed executor
Coats cut in
The Y. P. C. U. elected officers at their
last will ami testament of
In
the
of
Paris,
the
Ll'CINDA RICHARDSON, late
semi-annual meeting as follows:
is
Ιια\luif
Norfolk, Sailor and Wash suits for
County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
President— * nnlc Panforth.
lemarids against the e«tnte of said decea«"d
use.
Autumn
for
now
Sow
Schnuer.
Vice-President—Alice
same for settlement,
one of our Straw hats.
are deelred to present the
Keep your head cool with
Secretary—Bertha chaney.
arc requested to make
Seed (broadcast 10 lbs. to acre) 10 cts. per lb. and all Indebted thereto
Treasurer—Susie Walker
lmmedlatelv.
20
cts.
payment
{By mall, postpaid,
Correspondent— Myrtle Milieu
J. PERCIVAL RICHARDSON.
All the new shapes, 25 cts. to $2.00.
Lo'ikout Committee—Myrtle Haskell
June 17th, 1902.
David B. Woodbury, South Paris.
Relief Committee—Rosamond Dunham.
Social ommlttee— llcryl MUlett.
Flower Committee—Jennie Mann.
Deputy Sheriff Bassett visited his
Lovell cottage the first of the week and
■
found a lady keeping house in it. She
SOUTH PARIS,
claimed to be Gertrude Wood from

plain gingham
gingham

Special

glass

regular prices,

only

imported

Germany

gingham,

plates

gingham,

pearl

J. K. CHASE, So. Paris.

plaited

pearl

pointed

A. J. Stearus and wife of Norway
The County Committee was made
have been spending a few days at W. J.
committee on credentials, and reported
FOR REPRESENTATIVE.
Wheeler's.
the names of delegates present. A comMr. Silas F. Peaslee, of Upton, has
Miss Mabel Hathaway is at home for mittee on resolutions and a committee announced himself as a candidate for
the summer vacation from her school in to choose a county committee were representative to the next legist lire from
chosen. Tliey retired to attend to their the dietrict composed of Bethel and the
Quincy, Mass.
work, and during that time Chairman towns classed therewith. By virtue of
Vacation time has commenced in N. Fox addressed the convention.
Ile the arrangement made at the mass conI). Bolster's Jt Co.'»store. J. D. Hayues
affirmed his steadfast faith in the prin- vention of the district held some time
STATED MKKTIXUS.
is out for two weeks.
ciples of the Democratic party, and j ago, Upton. Grafton. Byron and the
Keeular
1 A M.—Paris Lodge, Xo. ^4.
t
It is
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dodge from Read- referred to the pride felt in Oxford Coun- ;j plantations are to send in 1902.
before full men.n.
tee:: -· Tue-day evening on or
who have been prominent in the , understood that there will be no other
I. ·. ". f .—Mount Mica Lodge, regular meet· ville, Mass., are at H. W. Dean's for a ty men
j
ira Uy evening of each week.—Aurora visit of a few weeks.
party, especially the present candidate candidate and no opposition to Mr.
Κ
·:| meut, tirst an<l thlM Monday evenings
for governor, Hon. Samuel W. Gould of Peaslee's candidacy. Mr. Peaslee is a
moutn.
it
ca.
gi
A. E. Forbes of the Democrat is
K.—Mount Pleasant Kebekah Lodge, No.
Skowhegan, who is a native of Iliram. I man well known in Oxford County and
a
week at Kineo with the
For
t- second ami fourth Fridays or each spending
The committee on resolutions pre- ; especially in Northern Oxford.
j,
Hall.
Kellows"
!n
Odd
Maiue
Press
Association.
t:i
sented their report, which was accepted. many years he has been the agent of £.
λ R.—W. K. Kimball Post, Xo. 14.*, meets
third Saturday eveulnge of each
Misses Λ noie and Mary Bowker of the Merton L. Kimball, Esq., of Norway, S. Coe it- Co., and has efficiently manag-.ι,i. In is. A. K. Hall
Lew is ton Journal have visited at W. B. then addressed the convention, paying ed their large land and lumber interests
K. Kimball Relief Corps meets tlret
particular attention to the questions of j in the lake region. He is a good business
Stuart's a few days recently.
mlrd Saturday evenings of each uionth, In
the tariff, trusts and the Republican man; a man of high standing; of sound
Κ :ei « urps Hall.
It is expected that Rev. J. H. Little
f H. —Paris Grantee, from May 1 to Oct. 1,
Philippine policy.
judgment and staunch integrity. lie
will occupy his pulpit here next Sunday
t--. .on I and fourth Saturday; during the
The nomination of a candidate for will honor the place if nominated as he
er of the vear, meets everv Saturdav, Id
2:30.
usual
afternoon at the
hour,
The nominating
Senator was then deferred until later, undoubtedly will be.
grange Hall.
Second and fourth Mondays of
■. w. C
I
There was a baptism at the Baptist and the nomination for Clerk of Courts convention of the district will be called
«ai .i month.
With complimentary to meet at Upton at an early day.
when Kev. E. S. was taken up.
s. fc.. »>. P.—Stony Brook Lodge, Xo. 1S1, church Sunday eveuing
allusion to Waterford's steadfastness to
rd and fourth We<luesday evenings Cotton of Norway batized 12 people.
oi «act. month.
Democracy. M. L. Kimball of Norway REPRESENTATIVE APPORTIONMENT.
P.—Hamlin Lodge, Xo, 31, meets every
Prof. Waterman llewett, of Ithaca, nominated Melville Monroe of Waterford
Delegates representing the RepubliTrnlng at Pythian Hall.
X. Y., Cornell University, is spending a and Mr. Monroe was nominated by ac- cans of the several towns in the repre..τη Woodmen of America.—South Pari*
Μ
<
sentative dietrict composed of Dixfield.
V. In367, meets second and fourth Tue»- few days with his mother, Mrs. llewett. clamation.
Λ
evening» In Oolden Cross Hall.
Sumner, Peru and
For County Attorney, Francis A. Fox Canton, Hartford,
Miss Harriet Newell of Sumner and
1of Kezar
Falls was nominated by ac- Mexico met on Saturday, June 21, to
Mi> Rose II. Powers has finished her her uiece, Mrs. Benson, of Michigan, 1
clamation.
apportion the representation of the
work ία Auburn, and is again visited Mrs. Haynes and Mrs. Park last
ι·
For County Commissioner, George W. several towns. John R. Trask of Mexico
week.
at home.
Richardson of Greenwood received the was chosen chairman and Dana W. Cod,
Quite a large number of people at- nomination
ing of Peru secretary. It was decided
IV:· ν Allen and wife went to Bridgby acclamation.
For County Treasurer, W. L. Farrar that the several towns should name the
:
Wednesday to attend the wedding tended the Chapman concert at Norway
Saturday evening and pronounced it of Paris named Chauncey Farnham of candidate as follows:
f Mr. Alien s sister.
excellent.
I
and the nomination was made
Oxford,
Canton in 1902.
of
Dorchester.
Warren Swett
M s
'
acclamation.
Dixfield in 1904.
to meet by
invited
are
chorus
festival
The
Nichols
.Jacob
her
with
M ."
parents.
on the list was Sheriff.
officer
next
The
Mexico in 1900.
with Mrs. Geo. A. Briggs this Monday
wife, for the summer.
it:
nominated
of
'
Sanborn
W.
F.
Norway
Pern. Hartford and Sumner in 1908
evening for rehearsal. Let all who can Alonzo E. ShurtletT of South Paris, and
>Mtion Agent Fred P. Chandler and be
and 1910.
present.
j
M. L. Kimball of Norway seconded the
f. !. > are moving into the Fred Millett
A GATHERING OF CELEBRITIES.
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Shine)
2 PERFORMANCES (Rain
NEED MORE HELP.
as a free puff for the company, who do
All per
Norway Lake, when they were capsized, held Friday, August 29, 190*2.
county to the polls in September.
of diges- not advertise with us, but to benefit litover-taxed
the
CAMPUS.
Often
organe
WATER-ftOOf
SCATS fOB 10,000 PEOPLE UNDER
probably by a flaw of wind. Fortunate- sons interested should send to the Kdu
who may not be within easy The
>
is at the Pharmacy of
to
& tion cry out for help by Dyspepaia't tie sufferers
ly all three are good swimmers, and cational Department, Augusta, for cir
should
No
Cut this out and take it to Shurtleff
family
access of a physician.
pains, Nausea, Dizziness, Headaches,
though I'enfold was under the sail, he culars of information.
of this medicine in
Co'e., £. P. I'ariln's, South Paris liver
complaints, bowel disorders. Such be without a bottle in summer time.—
Store
dove and came out, and all got hold of
Stevens', Oxford; Noyes' Drug
Dr the house, especially
box ol troubles call for prompt use of
the overturned boat. J. H. Stuart and
For sale by
Journal.
Norway, drug stores, and get a
IN BANKRUPTCY.
Frtfiitai Mitai Bean the
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
Tab King's New Life Pills. They are gentle Lansing, Iowa,
his son Earl, who were out in a boat id
ι Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
ha
Canton
of
25c
to
cure.
Shurtleff A Co., E. P. Parlin, South
L. Barrieault
and guaranteed
thorough
Anthyme
cor
and
them
also
the near vicinity, picked
up,
lets. The beet physic. They
in bankruptcy.
F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.
at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s, South Paris ; Paria; Stevens, Oxford; Noyea Drug F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.
the boys had only a wetting to rememb«r tiled a petition
i rect disorders of the stomach. Price 2«
Store, Norway.
M. Tobin of Mexico has also file
John
il
of
Noyee Drug Store, Norway.
out
the occasion by.
They got
cents.
a petition in bankruptcy.

j

Gingham,

Norway, Me.

Thomas Smiley

|

|

anywhere,

BLUE STORES.

CLOTHING
thoroughly

—

equipped

properly

particular

required

Forage

DWARF ESSEX RAPE

plain

boys.

highly praised.

»

75 Cents

wil1

buy

a

Net. I have all sizes,

and prices from 50 cts. to $3.00.
grades
|
The

...

■

the road to

when

We

are

Summer

up-to- date

protect

showing

fine line of

Handsome Jardinieres

Fly Net

Blanket in the stable and

j

Noyes Company
NORWAY

F. H.

800(1

his horse

from the flies.

in

James N. Favor,

moderato

N.

DR. GEO. LEININGER'S

I

Hay

|all

Ernest P. Parlin,
Paris,

25

j

in Women's Oxford Ties.

Styles

price

Dayton

for the

at very

quality.

Bolster & Co.,

An Old Time

Holiday

at

SOUTH PARIS,

Formaldehyde

|

window,

Generator

Formaldehyde

Formaldehyde Inhaler,

west

Wednesday, July 9.

twenty-live styles

prices

right.

SMILEY SHOE STORE,
MAINE.

NORWAY,

|

RMERieM'S NaTlONHL ENTERTAINMENT

Summer Shirts
and Underwear!

complete.

|

B.

H.

FOSTER,

NORWAY,

MAINE.

"JULY 4tir

Sky Rockets, Roman Candles, Fire Crackers,

Torpedoes, Paper Caps and Pistols,
Reporting Marbles, Mines, Batteries, Horns,
everything

glorious 4th.

On Sale Thursday and Friday, July 3rd and 4th.

place

F.

buy

A.

SHURTLEFF &

CO.,

CASTORIA

Iba Kind Yoa Haia Alvaja Baugkt

luckily.

\

will

|ΊΐηΐΡΙ|Μ||ΊΙΙΊΙΙ">

BEECHAM'S
PILLS

South Paris.

Sick Headache, Constipation, I
Di; Weak Stomach, Impaired
and
Liver
Disordered
gestion.

for
10 cm
ΤΚΙΛΙ, SIZE.

tWithout

1

Eastern Steamship Company.
IU VI8IOSI.

DOLLAR.

ONE

FARE

Sunday

nal

Addili

Service.

«ira ('«ait and Interior
ttesorta of X«w l'.ngland.

COLD "< HEAD

Vaste and Smell.

Full 8Ue, SOcenU; Trial elie
lo centrât I »ru*ift*ts or by mall.
KLY BKUTHERS,W Warren Street, Now York.

Interior Enamels
Builders' Finish I Satsuma better
than
paint.

are

I will furnish DOORS an<l WINDOWS of any
Slae or Style at reasonable price».

easy, make a smooth surface, and any one can apply them to
walls, ceilings, inside woodwork, panIf in want of any kirnl of Finish for InsMe or
kitchens and furniture.
Many
Pine Lum- tries,
Outsble work, semi In your or<lers
The surface is nonbeautiful tints.
ber an·! Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.
absorbent and can be kept bright and
and Job Work. clean by wiping with a damp cloth.

They work

Also Window & Door Frames.

àlatcbe·! Hani Woo·! Floor lioar·!» for sale.

W.

E.

IIWIH I It.

I

IH
am

■

l>on't pay fancy price» when vour dealer will
furnish vou "Satsuma Interior Knaiuele" at the

same

Maine.

West Sumner

price

βnpijfc
I ■
V I
restorer
S a V nerve
d·»
Mo >
after

β

iu
«f »·*

«A·:

ar«i

UM.

ft* TRIAL HOTTMi FKKR

ud

ru Mimu who Ρ·» ·*ργ**·α< *ni» «*u 4«U««7
/'«nuneni Vi not·» » MnptTVT roltef forallJVer
>t. *uoi Hum.
K:*4t#t.e*
v«w« fHêTde9%
D«6iU(* Kih%u*uoit UB.K.I! KLINE.U.
rauMWL
S3I Arch Street. Philadelphia.
to

as

ordinary paint.

t'UKK Color card and our booklet,
lii'furnlsh the Home Without Buying

niture."
STOPPED FREE
Permanent!) Cured bv
DR. KLINE'S GREAT

4. A metal and a worker In metals.
6. Expressed thoughts and value.
«·. 172*- Diamond.

Metagram.
1. Not light. 2. Part of a tree. 8. A
bird. 4. To listen. 6. A token. 6. A
piece of ground kept for recreation.
No. 17S

Mo. 174.—Patchwork.

[Example: Take a syllable from an
old fashioned feminine name and a
from a garland and make a
lozenge. Answer: Tab-itha, chap-let-

syllable

tablet.]

1. Take a syllable from a large gun
and une from part of a harness and
make a means of illumination.
2. Tuke a syllable from to overflow
and one from a great number and

make to expand.
3. Tuke a syllable from a meal and
one from to cheat and make to dis-

by

Made

Heath it

"How; to
New Fur-

Miliigan M'f'g Co.,

t'hlca|o,

Also Floor Paint, Floor Varnish, Coach
Varnish, Muralo, Ac.,
and Spar
Masury's Railroad and Liquid Paints,
For sale by,

P." MAXIM

S.

ΟΙΤΗ 1Ά HI N.

«S ONE DOLLAR

<5i SON,

ê
and beautifies the hatr
luxuriant growth.
1 'otiuXM
>"v»r Tall· to Bestor· Grey
IT air to its Youthful Color.
«-a#.· * hair lalLaj.
<1
Cure' Kmlp

Cl^Ai^'

Γ "·
S* I

$1.00 CASH

first

gently

stirs;
Again my first speeds foaming o'er the
track
And wins the race.
stands among
second
My
An ancient line of noted characters;
A noble line, my skcond near the head.

My whole, a monarch absolute, controls
His subjects with despotic power and

sway.
If he speak or
Albeit they love him.
move.
lord
doth so and so."
"Aha.
my
They say.

To begin with: Hub six ounces of butter into a pound of flour, to which a
pinch of salt has been added. Have
ready half a yeast cake mixed to a thin
pastel with lukewarm water; stir into
this about a quarter of a pint of milk,
which i£ just warm. Work up the flour
and butter with the milk into a soft
dough, as in the foregoing recipe, and
set the dough to rise in a basin, covered
with a cloth, near the fire, for about an
hour.
When it is well risen, add four ounces
of white powdered sugar, three wellbeaten eggs, and a little chopped candied
peel. Work the mixture lightly with
the hand for a few minutes, then drop
spoonfuls of it on to a greased or floured
tin, strew the tops of the buns with
roughly crushed sugar and caraway
comfits, and set near the fire for half an
hour for the buns to rise a second time;
then bake in a very quick oven. Glaze
the buns by brushing them with a tablespoonful of powdered sugar.
The success of the buns provided for
in both the above recipes depends mainly up the use of good yeast, care being
taken that the dough is not too stiff, and
upon the oven being really hot before
the buns are put into it.—McCali's

And If he but express a wish they fly
Instantly to obey his shrill behest.
Shakespeare avows he wears upon his
brow
The very round and
No.

top of sovereignty.

170.—Numerical

Enlsrma.

I am composed of twenty-four letters.
My 3, 10. 18 means relation.
My 14, 2. 21. 11 is a form of rain.
My 9. 17. 22. 13 means to search.
My 7. 15. 8 is a kind of tree.
My β. 11. 21. 3. 23 means not differ-

ent

My 11. 21, 4, 24 is untruths.
My 20, 10, 10 is a possessive pro-

MAINE.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Λ

My

No. 173.—Charade.
at times the aea breeze

noun.

My 19. 12. 2. 1 is often found in sewing.
My 5, 2. 13 Is an article of clothing.
No. 177.—Plot are Pamsle.

1

I

The New Werner
Edition of the....

30 Superb Octavo volumes will he
Delivered Free Into your Home. The
balance you can pay in small monthly
installments, But

So do not

cheaper,

Limited

Delay.

Never

Again

of the

BRITANNICA

contains

Thirty-six Thousand Feet of Knowledge
and Information. Occupies Six Feet of
Book-shelf. CALL AT OUR STORE and

^

COUPON

speciEncy-

clopaedia Britannica, complete in 30
volumes, including five volumes of
American Supplement, and showing
library

illustrations of the
colors.

in natural

Nime

as

large, 1 did ask lor

J

VV/nL·

DO YOU WANT IT?
WK

AKE

postal or telephone to
you a supplv promptly.
A

A. W.

WALKER

«ΟΓΤΗ

NKVKR OUT.

us

will

&

PARK, .HE.

What vegetable is represented in
picture No. 1?
What flower is represented in picture

'ϋ2Μ·Η·^···Β^Η^^····Η

ΛΛ* I

bring

SON,

Ice, Coal, Cement, Lime, Hair, Brick,
Sand, Ac.

examine the complete set. If you cannot
call, cut out this coupon and mail it to us.

I would like full details and
men pages of the New Werner

twice

PERRY DAVIS'

uad ά ill not have any substitute, lor I
!:a\c used it. my lather used it. and there
is no substitute as good.
i-u!J c\cry»h»re. 35c. and 50c. bottles.

1

■

has ^ κ™*®1 Ubra,r
been within everybody's easy reach, and the chances are
th.it when this offer is once withdrawn,
that such an opportunity will

or

"Painkiller

!

k

Never Before

edition

it."
If every man would pay his wife a
weekly sum for the housekeeping expenses, clothing, etc., he would find that
in niue cases out of ten lier management
of the fund would increase not only his
comfort, but that of the whole house.
If she is equal to the task of being a
wife and mother, he is also equal to the
task of supplying and paying for the
daily necessities of the home.
If she is head manager of the housekeeping department she will take pride
and pleasure in making a dollar go a
great way, much further than a man
could make two dollars go, when expended for household uses.
She will make calculations about the
expenditure of the weekly sum, and lay
by a certain amount toward buying certain supplies in quantities.
She will systematize her affairs, and
take pride in her well-kept accounts;
and the very fact that the expenditure
of money belongs to her will sweeten her
life, give zest to her occupations, and
make her more contented in her home
rue

°.ff"

Kodol
Cure

Dyspepsia
Digests

what you eat.

No. 2?

ITS.—Decapitation.
Behead euchantiueut and have danBehead again and have a part of
ger.
the body.
>o.

N·.

Historical
179.—Aaeleat
onal.

Diag-

All of the words described contain
Wheu
the same number of letters.
rightly guessed aud written one below
another, the diagonal, beginning with
the upper left hand letter and ending
with the lower right hand letter, will
spell the name of a summer diversion.
Crosswords: 1. The tirst king of
Home. 2. A city of Palestine. 3. A
celebrated Roman general who was
put to death iff Carthage. 4. An Is-

life.—McCali's Magazine.

PACKING A PICNIC DINNER.
Whether the outing be for a day or a
month, the lunch is of the most importance, and the question is, "IIow can
it be taken the easiest?'' In a basket
which must be brought back, or in
boxes, which can be thrown away. Of
course, the basket looks the better, and
it is the proper thing if some one is
willing to shoulder the burden, and for
this purpose there are the most attractive ones imaginable for sale in the shops.
However, if it is to be a railroad lunch,
the box idea is recommended. A big
pasteboard one—the kind one's dresses
come home in—may be filled with innumerable small boxes and jars. Tin
cracker-boxes for all kinds of moist
things—such as chicken, beef or ham
cut in slices—small baking-powder and
spice boxes, or the little tin half-pound
boxes druggists use, may be used for

land of ancient Greece near which a
famous uaval victory was gained by
the Greeks. 5. A city on the Latmic
gulf famous for its great temple. 0.
Pertaining to Samnlum. 7. A country
of ancient Greece.

This preparation contains all of the
The Difference.
Street
digestants and digests all kinds of
The high priced automobile
food. It gives instant relief and never
Now occupies the track.
City and State
kails to cure. It allows you to eat all
But Q. Washington was satisfied
most
sensitive
want.
The
the food you
With a modest little hack.
Ν. B.—The prices and terms are ss follows:
stomachs can take it. By its use many
—Washington Star.
No. 1—In Buckram Cloth, the vt complete foi : thousands of dyspeptics have been
tl Ου cuh &ud $3.00 per month. Price. J45.U0.
cured after everything else failed. Is
Key to the Paasler.
No. 2—In Half Morocco. Si00 cash, sad 34.ut
unequalled for the stomach. ChildNo. 163.—Broken V.'ords: Peas-ant
per month. Pncv, t60.ua
thrive
on it.
stomachs
ren
with
weak
Νa 3— In Sheep, tan color. &.Q0 cash, and 96.01
Turn-over.
Imp-end.
Night-hawk.
First dose relieves. Δ diet unnecessary.
month. Priée, 175.00.
^
per

10 per cent l»-ducted fjvrn the above prices ii
fill amount 1* ;«id ttiUiin thirty days alter receipt
of boo Sa.
«·

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

Cures all stomach troubles
E. C. DkWitt&Co.. Chicago
The 11. bolItkconr. 1ω2Κ .lmestlieâOc. aitt

Prepared only by

VIVIAN W.

Lowest Price· in the

Cameras and Photo

Optician.

2. A-bout
T-ether.

Supplies,

NORWAY,

MAINE.

•SIKH— HEI"R Λ.Τ LAW, 14-.035. Pacing record, 3.05V; trotting record,
Sire of Passing Belle, 2.0SV ; Jack L).,
2.12.
; Scapegoat, a.nX ;
Equity, 2. ta# ; Elsinora, 2.12** ; Keed Bird, 214K; and 8 others.

FLO"RE^fCL· CHIMES was out of Myrtle that produced Portia
The next dam was a daughter of
(dura of Peerless Chimes, 2.18^').
(.olidust, that also produced Black Golddust (dam of Glendennis, 2.17X,
and Justina, 2.20) and others.

CHIMES, 5.348. sire of fifty-eight, including
2.06; The Abbott, 2.03X ; The Monk, 2.06%

09^.
Manor, 2.04# ; and

daughters

;

Florence Chimes; Fantasy,
Merry Chimes, 2.08^ ; and

produced eight, including Lady of the
Dare Devil, 2.09.
Beautiful Bells, his dam, has nine to
her credit, and her dam, Minnihaha, is the dam of eight.
This horse (American Law) is a very handsome bay horse, gnndly bred, the
blood lines the very choicest, of great substance and high finish. He will make
the

season

For

2

at

His

have

Mountain View Farm, South Paris, Me., ftt · fee of $25.

particulars,

The man who always seems to be more
hard up than the one who is trying to
borrow money is the one he tries to borrow it from.

<Q
Vhis

signature is

Uo

remedy

ou

«.very box of the jenulne
iabi«ta

Bromo-Quinine
col<1 I»
that

Laxative

ciartiu

on·

a

dap

"What charming little pink-tipped
Did you
ears you have, Miss Tottie!
never have them pierced?" Miss Tottie:
But I have had them bored."
"No.

address

EMORY H. MASON. S\ipt.

3. C-lever.

4.

H-ate.

THE FUTILITY OF WORRY.

5.

hurtful to peace of mind as overeating, or a violent temper, or ecandal and
as

tale-bearing.

South Paris, Me.

The mind readily falls a victim to bad
mental habits. To make much of small
Bkkcuam's Fills tor distress after eating.
things is to belittle life. To magnify
and give importance to little evils is to
The first time you quarrel with a wo- distort out of all reality
the actual
man you are mad with yourself for dothings worth living for. When the
ing it; afterward joy are mad with her peace of a whole family is upset because
for doing it.
the breakfast coffee is cold or some one
has mislaid the morning paper things
have lost due proportion. The effect is
POISONING TOE SYSTEM.
ludicrous to the unimpassioned
It is through the bowels that the body simply
looker-on. To those embroiled in the
is cleansed of impurities.
Constipation jars and jangles there is only a sort of
keeps the poisons in the system, caus- helpless misery, which is anything but a
ing headache, dullness and melancholia subject for smiles.
at first, then unsightly eruptions and
To be happy one should look at the
finally serious illness unless a remedy is evils and worries of life ae if from the
Risers
De
Witt's
Little
Early
applied.
large end of an opera-glass, thus diminprevent this trouble by stimulating the
while lor pleasant things
liver and promote easy, healthy action ishing them;
the small end of the glass should be held
of the bowels.
These little pills do not to the
eyes, so magnifying what is enact violently but by strengthening the
Home Companion.
bowels enable them to perform their joyable.—Woman's
jwn work.
Never gripe or distress.
TO SERVE WITH MEATS.
Roast beef—grated horseradish.
She: "Why won't she marry you?
Roast mutton—currant jelly.
Is there another man in the case?" He:
Boiled mutton—caper sauce.
'I'm afraid there is." She: Who is it?"
Roast pork—apple sauoe.
tie: "Her father Γ'
Roast lamb—mint sauce.
Venison or wild duck—black currant

jelly.

VACATION DAYS.
Vacation time ia here and the children

Roast goose—apple sauce.
sauce.
Roast
Roast chicken—bread sauce.
Compote of pigeone—mushroom sauce.

turkey—oyster

fairly living

There
out of doors.
:ould be no healthier place for them,
fou need only to guard against the ac:idents incidental to most open air
No remedy equals DeWitt's
ports.
iVitch Hazel Salve for quickly stopping
iain or removing danger of serious conFor
cuts, scalds and
lequencee.
rounds. "I used DeWitt's Witch Hazel
>alve for sores, cuts and bruises," says
"It is the
L Β. Johnson, Swift, Tex.
Sure cure
>est remedy on the market."
Beware of
or piles and skin diseases.
ire

lounterfeita.

mercy of

Matter of
Creative Imagination.

f«t M«tktmttlc«,

bat

a

"The Idea of business in α country
that has reached the height of its development is a dry as dust affair," Bays

ι

Are the Beet remedy for Colds, HeadHutchine Hapgood in Ainslee's. "It is
ache and Grippe. They break up a Cold
the miserable system of keeping whut
quiokiy, move the bowels gently, carryone bas, a system in which the temper- ing off fever and other poisonous matter
ament and the imagination do not play from the system. Guaranteed to cure.
Try them. <25 ceuta. For sale by
The American, however,

puts
part
imagination into business. Business is
the art of this country. To the Ameri-

tails to cure.

each box.
Co.

on

F. W. Grove's signature
25c.
F. A. Shurtleff A

Frobably Helen of Troy pretended she
couldn't for the life of her imagine why
men bothered her running after her.
NO FALSE CLAIMS.

The proprietors of Foley's Honey and
Tar do not advertise this as a "sure cure
for consumption." They do not claim it
will cure this dread complaint in advanced cases, but do positively assert
that it will cure in the earlier stage* and
never fails to give comfort and relief in
the worst stages.
Foley's Honey and
Tar is without ddubt the greatest throat
Refuse substitutes.
and lung remedy.
F. A. Shurtletf Jfc Co. Orin Stevens,
Oxford.

Since the day of Mother Eve all the
world has been searching for a pretty
girl who did not know it.
THE COUGH
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure
No Cure, no Pay.
a cold in one day.
Price 25 cents. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
STOPS

Youth will follow the torch in any
one's hand; age wishes to carry it in
its own hand.
TWO BOTTLES CURED HIM.

"I was troubled with kidney complaint
for about two years," writes A. H. Davis
of Mt. Sterling, la., "but two bottles of
Foley's Kidney Cure effected a permaF. A. Shurtleff & Co.
nent cure."
Orin Stevens, Oxford.

F. A. ShurtleffA Co.; A. Dudley, Bryant's Pond;
Orln Steven». Oxford.

can of nffuirs there are in his work excitement, charm and color. To bim it is
not a matter of mathematics, but of
the creative imagination. Great proc-

▲ good looking
bone and poor look·
tng humes· le the
wont kind of a com·
blnatlon.

tions—the

requires genius.

"Nobody is stupider, more avaricious
and more economical in a small wuy
than a French peasant or a German
hausfrau.
Nobody is less avaricious
and more economical in a big way than
a great American inventor, flnnncier
Through his braius
or business man.
production becomes cheaper and consequently more abundant, and more good

to the common people thereby accrues
than by all the small savings ever made
since civilization began. It is better to
be able to make than to save, and to
make much a large outlay in money,
To
energy and brains Is necessary.
save pennies is a sl?;n of commercial
incompetence and national decline.
"When an individual or a nation bt·

system of housekeeping on a
gins
small scale. It Is a sign that the lifeblood is ebbing. Old people, drier and
less resourceful than young people, are
notoriously more economical. They, like
old nations, want to hang on to what
α

they have rather than strive for more.
The wisdom of the French peasant
consists in keeping down his expenditure and the blzo of his family to α
point where the nation as a whole is
weakened. As Bacon said. 'He that
hath a state to repair may not despise
•mall things,' and perhaps the decay of
the country is the cause rather than

the effect of French economy. Anyway
the two things hang closely together."

A FAMOUS PAINTING.
On·

Japanese Plctnre
Vialble Only at Night.

Fleure In

noisseur of the art of his native land.
The Japanese style of painting is altogether unlike that of Europe and
America, and the reason Japanese
painters are able to produce color effects that are the despair of European and American artists is owing to
the pigments they use, a large number
of which are secret and unknown out-

Broiled

1

ι tewed

fresh

mackerel—sauce

gooseberries.

Broiled shad—rice.

Fresh
1

of

Broiled bluefish—white cream sauce.

lauce.

salmon—green

peas with cream

|

A pinch of powdered gum arabio sifted
vith the sugar put into cream before I
shipping hastens the process and make·
»
1 he cream hold the air longer.

they

MEDICINES

What goes up must come
heads.

cially swelled

Signature

Promues Digeslion.Cheerful·
ness and Rest.Contains neither
Opium,Morphine norMineral.
NrnîÎAHCOTIC.

of

OU. 1*SAMUEL PtTCNER

Jlx Siwut

tUK,Ué un
staUr Smd

Give
Your
Horse

iSSù.

liûi/tSredÇfntfui

a

Chance!

Aperfccl Remedy forConstipa-

tion, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea

('

FacStmitc Signature

Many children are troubled with worm·. ^
and treated for wniethliiK elle. A few dote· of m

Τ rue's
worm
wormslf
will

far

We

οΓ

tâLfyfëàtcXt*/

Elixir!

NEW YORK.

theyexlst,and pro»ea Tain- I
eipel
~
liiu. ■
able tonic If themanno worms. We· *t drug*!·»».
t. » M
Ur. J. F. TRUE A CO., Aabar·,

We are

For Over
Thirty Ysars

Worms,( Convulsions .Fcverishness and LOSS OF SLEEP.

Worms?

^itonlhv

^Dbsvs

old

11

CAST

nis

for

headquarters

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.
m

can

show y>u

some

of the liest hwIvcI ami

land elite plows In the market, liolh In steel and
wood beams. Wc have

Disc, Spading and Spring-tooth Hir-1

rows, Corn
We

are

Planters, Cultivators, &c.

also

aiçcnte for the

Walter A. Wood

Harvesting Machinery.

We have In stock three full or loudn of Fertilizers. We carry four of the leading brand*.

A. W. Walker & Son,

Month
Mar.

Maine.

Pari·,
11. l»l.

Worcester Buckeye Mowers
1902

For

OTHERS.

ALL

LEAD

|

has been built for 40 years; during this period
has received many improvements, and is to-day the

The Worcester

Buckeye

Durable, Lightest Draft, and Easy Handlina

Most

Machine

on

the Market.

We also carry

Hay Tedders,
York Champion

Bullard

PURE

New

BLOOD
is worth more
than much gold*
Fortunately a little
of your gold or wi-w
will buy a remedy fhz?
purifies the bla&ti ^y.:i
brings back heaiiiîa

very commonplace landscape, unrelieved by mountains or hills. As soon,
however, as night falls one begins to
realize the peculiar merit of the picture, for upon the canvas there appears a luminous water buffalo (caribou) browsing upon the grass at its

making thif. paint (lied with the artist.
The picture, which hangs In α Buddhist temple, has proved a fertile source
of superstition, the priests claiming that

the buffalo bides away in the shade
behind some trees in the picture during the heat of the day, coming out at
night to graze.—Washington Post

Call and
r

!

see us

before you

Prothingham,

G. W.

&

W. O.

fcOIJTII FAKlt.

fcvuare,

17

and
Horse Bakes.

buy.

This Beautiful Couch,

50 YEARS*
EXPERIENCE

so η ted

in this cut,

FREE

furnished

FOR SELLING OUR GOODS.

One of the queerest sharks is the
thrasher, which bus the upper lobe of
its tail so much developed as to equal
in length the body of the fish itself.

This tail is controlled by powerful
muscles and is used as α weapon.
Swordtlsb and thrasher sharks bave
been seen on many occasions to attack
wha lee in coucert and kill them, the
sharks lashing tbeir victims with their
tails while the swordllsh pierce then»
from below. On the other hand, sharks
themselves are often killed by porpoises. which will surround η shark
and lash the enemy to death with tbeir
flukes.
Making Him Cheerful.
She was a woman who was methodleal In her discipline.
"Now, Willie," she said, "you bave
disobeyed me, bot 1 won't whip you
now because we're going to have comto
pany for dinner, and I want you
look bright and cbeerfu! and pleasant
bat after thef've gone I'm going to
you thf worst whipping you
Now. hurry up and get
had.
dressed. for I want you td look nice
and happy."-Chicago Post.

give

ever

A

Dad Caae.

"I see that the bees have to visit

pray

HAVE

mistake, my dear sir, a great mistake.
I am Just as stingy as the rest of you.
—New York Weekly.

down,

WOMEN'S

WOES.

espe-

Hard for any
woman to do
housework—
to attend to
daily duties
with a

constantly
aching back.
Every woman

The poor man saves what the rich man

squanders.

should learn
the cause of

Foley's Kidney
blood by straining

Cure purifies the
out impurities, and
Cures kidtones up the whole system.
F. A.
and bladder troubles.
ney
Shurtleff A Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.

bonfire, because

Five little minutes

are

backache
and the cure.

all the time

imitations.

25c. and

....

may
Anyone «ending λ rkeli h mid dfpcr1ptl<»n
nscertiim ο ir oKiiton free whether au
Invention |λ ρηΐιηΐ·!? patentable. Communiontlmis strictly miilidi-ntliil.* Il.-unloook mi I'r.tents
scut free, <>lde*t fiiroiiry for Kcriirlnir i>atontn.
Fntents tut.-m thrciuiili Aliinn A Co. receive
tpsruil uotlcr, without chante, lu tho
,

cirA handsomely illnntratrd wocklr. I.nreent
culation nf iiny p lentlOe Journal. Term*. 13 a
all newsdealer·.
year: four months, il· Sold by

for Your Home.

SEND FOR PREMIUM LIST.

MUNN£Co.3s,B™'ta>· New York

GOLD SEAL COl,

Picture Frames
and Pictures,

SLEIGHS !

Branch Office. <35 Κ t>t^ Washington. D. C.

Of

Mats, Mirrors

Mouldings '1%.

&

High Grade
in

Crayon,

Our Stock

SOUTH PARIS.

A LOW PRICE
—

Wool
to close out

ON

—

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

MAINE.

NORWAY,
TUS

T0Ï UPHOPHONE,

"f

Come and

see

them.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

CHURCH STREET,

CASTORIA For infants and ChOdren.

Bears the

^

Bls*m

III· Kind You Have Alwajs Bought

—

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER,
K-tabll»he<< !n 1S4I. forever elxty yeare It wa* the SEW'VoKK
WEEKLY TRIBUNE, knowu ami rea>I In every State In the

FOR

Union.
On Nov.

MEMBER

a

Carpets EVERY

od'l patterns and clean

Soeoriptlou.

Every

H. P. MILLETT,

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

Ά,ίηΤΓΜ.

SLEIGHS !

has arrived.

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

Nichols St.,

5f 9f 13 Plum Sti

S SLEIGrHS

Portrait Work
Water color,

liltrh c'a»*,

im

farmer anil his

<

to the

e
to.<lale, Illustrate·! agricultural weekly, for ti

family—

PRICE

FARMER'S
FAMILY

was

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER

OF

THE

7, 1901, It

81.00

How?
a year, but yon ean buy It for le»«.
It ν aubacrllilnic through your own favorite home newspaper,
Til Κ OXKOltO liKMOCRAT.
lioth pap 'ru one year for $J.CO.
Senil your orler ami money to THE OXFORD 1)ΕΜ<Χ'ΚΛΤ,
South I'arU, Maine.

9rnd your nddrc<>«
*n ni |>le copy free.
to NEWYOBK TH1BI7NE FA 111 Ε K, New-

York Clly.

GOOD MORNING!
Do you

use a

Quaker Range?

Kidney Pills

relieve a bad back and cnre It—care evkidney and bladder disorder, from
backache to diabetes.
ery

I
lira. 0. F. Goodnow, living at 143 Wash·
Ington street. New Britain, Conn., says:1
1890,
December,
lu
"I gave a testimonial
touching the merits of Doan's Kidney Pills,
and In the statement said that I bad been
bothered wltb my back and kidneys for
but
over thirteen years, not constantly,
ilao be
TREAT YOUR KIDNEYS FOR
In 1 llmW ttifi ara children tkere iboeld
when I caught cold It generally settled
Often
sore.
and
lame
It
RHEUMATISM.
my back, making
TOY
GRAPHOPHONE
A
the pain through the small of my back was
When you are suffering from rheuma- ■o
severe aa to make me cry out. I read
PUYS BAND MUSIC
tism, the kidneys must be attended to at aboat Doan'a Kidney Pills, and procured
W6S MJtSCKY SONGS
once so that they will eliminate the uric some from B. W. Thompson & Co.'s drug
REPEATS MOTHER GOOSE RHYMES
my
helped
They
Main
street
on
acid from the blood.
Foley's Kidney ■tore,
and In a short time reback
Cure is the most effective remedy for lievedImmediately,
me of the trouble.· I have taken
Send $1.50 and the TOY will be
this purpose. R. T. Hopkins, of Polar, Doan'a Kidney Pills at Intervale during
or
felt
an
attack
I
when
doclive
deGvered expressage prepaid.
the last
years,
Wis., says: "After unsuccessfully
backache coming on,· and < they always
boring three years for rheumatism with brought
Instant relief./1 am never without
the best doctors, I tried Foley's Kidney them In the house."'r
Cnre, and It cored me. I cannot speak
:
Doan'a Kidney Pills'"sold "at all drag
too highly of this great medicine." F. A. ■tores; SO cents. Foster-Mllburn Co., Buf- 1
164 TramontlSt., BOSTON.
< âhurtleff A Co.
Orin Stevensf Oxford. falo. Ν. T.
A man can be devoted to a woman
without loving her; he cannot love her
without being devoted to her.

63 DIFFERENT ARTICLES

Scientific JSmericaw.

Doan's

it is money.

Perry Davis' Painkiller needs to stop a
stomach-ache, even when it is sharp
enough to make a strong man groan.

Trade Marks
Designs
Copyrights 4c.

qui.-lily

Ftah That Kill Each Other.

A. R. Bass of Morganstown, Ind., had
to get up ten or twelve times in the
night and had severe backache and pains
in the kidneys. Was cured by Foley's
Kidney Cure. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
Orin Stevens, Oxford.

by

η 11.1) h t Ν

Pumpkin SetJ>·
♦

a

FAILED

Don't be fooled
50c.

'>1&ΓΔ^Τ-$ν(

i<nt(x ν

side of Japan.
In Japan there is a very famous
painting which no amount of money
could buy and which la the masterpiece of a famous artist who lived
Viewing the
several centuries ago.
painting In the daytime, one is disappointed. It shows nothing more than

Take Foley's Kidney Cure. It has cured
when everything else has disappointed.
Orin Stevens,
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
Oxford.

Time is a

! Bears the

similating llicFoodandRegulating the Stomachs and Bowels of

_

not only Tnakra the harness and tb· I
hone took better, but make* th· ·ι
leather soft and pliable, put* It In con-1
dltlon to last—twice M long 1
κ Jt ordinarily would.
J
Bold tTcrrwhtr· Is can·—*11

η

Some of the finest Japanese paintings In Washington are in the legation
building of that nation, the Japanese
embassador being a collector and con-

Always Bought

ÀVeçetable Preparation for As-

'«i

great inventions, great corporaorganization of such things

esses.

8.000.000 blossoms in order to gather a
of honey."
It is easier to be afraid to say you are pound
"Foolish bees. One trip to ων sweet
afraid of a woman than it is not to be
heart's lips would be quite enough
afraid of her.
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Sound kidneys are safeguards of life.
Hot Too Liberal.
Make the kidneye healthy with Foley's
F. A. Shurtleff A. Co.
Parishioner-The people are comKidney Cure.
Orin Stevens, Oxford.
plaining that you are too liberal.
Unorthodox Pastor—Oh. that's a

OTHER

The Kind You Have

•

brilliant

youth.

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE~ DAY
Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets.
All druggists refund the money if it

WHEN

Worry is a habit, like biting the fingernails, turning in the toes, or talking
slang. It comes in time to be not only
a habit, but a sinful indulgence, almost

In modern households doctors are luxnecessities.

tmerican Labi 33,697

Ed Easton,

Il ÛM Fdr Over SO Year*.
Tbe Kind Toe Bsv· Atwayi Bought

board boxes will do for bread and cake
and even pie. Of course, all these boxes
must be lined with paraffin paper, their
covers neatly tied on and labeled, so
Either girls prick before
that the unpacker will not serve dessert or
they pray after they prick.
Home
first.—Woman's
Companion.

uries, dressmakers

1

DAM

mayonnaise dressing, sandwich-fillings,
pickles, marmalades and jellies; even butter is better
carried in a box, to be spread with a silSmall pastever knife when needed.
soft cheese mixtures, sweet

Goose. 4. Ask. 5. E.
No. 170.—Beheadings: Yacht. 1. Y-ore.

County.

Wholesale and Retail.

Ulad-den.
No. 104.—Easy Acrostic: Primais—
June. 1. Juggle. 2. Uneven. 3. Nimble. 4. Entire.
No. 103.—Proverbial Philosophy: 1.
2. A rolling
Look before you leap.

•tone gathers no moss.
No. 100.— A Menagerie: 1. Qopher. 2.
Ounce. 3. Dog. 4. Tiger. 5. Cat 0.
Camel. T. Lion. 8. Fox. 9. Sable. 10.
Bear. 11. Beaver. 12. Badger.
1. Rain.
No. 167.—Diagonal: Rose.
2. Mold. 3. Moss. 4. Kale.
No. 108.—Riddle: A can.
No. 109.—Diamond: 1. G. 2. Moa. 3

HILLS,

Jeweler and Graduate

Γ

Bests the
Signature of

BAUER'S

BU8INE68 AMERICAN ART.

BRONCHITIS FOR TWENTY YEARS.
Mrs. Minerva Smith of Danville, 111.,
writes: "I had bronchitis for twenty feet.
THAT "HOUSEKEEPING" MONEY.
never got relief until I need
The much-discussed question of the years and
The artist who painted this picture
and Tar, which is a Sure
wife's allowance, or the "housekeeping Foley's Honey
Orin discovered a certain phosphorescent
Λ Co.
A.
Shurtleff
F.
Cure.
money," might readily find a solution in
paint, which he obtained from the bodthe old saying, "Place confidence in a Stevens, Oxford.
ies of certain mollusks, or fish, and
woman's ability to act, and she will reIf people could be young without with which he painted the buffalo that.
pay it; doubt her executive powers—rebeing green and sentimental without Invisible in daylight is luminously
fuse her responsibility—and you may
being soft the world would be at the
The secret of
in the dark.

Britannica
Tbat

Important to Mothers.
T—carefully trtry bottle of CA8TORIA,
• Mf« and for· noedy for Infant· and children,
«dsMthattt

Magaziue.

Encyclopaedia
Bear In Mind

MADE AT

superior

1. A letter. 2. To set free. 3. Seen
the race course. 4. Something much
used on country roads and enjoyed by
many. 5. To allure Into a snare or net.
β. Artful 7. A letter.

oo

cern.

Portland.
Α. II H vsscom, «. P. A T. A.
Calvin Amis. Vice f'rvs't A Gen'l Manager.
General offices 3B8 Atlantic Ave., Boston.

EASILY

HOME.

4. Take a syllable from one who worCommencing June leth, l'JUi, «teamen leave
franklin Wharf, Portland, ami In<lla Wharf, ships idols and one from to meditate
m.
p.
at
Τ.Ό0
Included)
Boston. «tally. (Sundays
on and make a paragraph.
■I. S. Cakdek, A ce ut, India Wharf. Hoeton.
'Γ M. BAltTUrrr, Acent, Franklin Wharf,

CHAKDLEK,

Planing, Sawing

ALL SORTS OF BUNS

Chain.

1

the publication of testimonials V

PORTLAND

It cleanses, -mo the»
ami heals (he ill»eas««l
It cures
membrane.
ilrlvea
an· I
catarrh
away a eolit In the
It Is
heau «juKtlv.
absorb*.-·!, fleala an«l

Medicine|

Beocham's Tills have the 1 artist sale of
the world, aud
any Proprietary IMMm iu
tins had Uxu achieved

one·.

E. W.

World's

Sale Exceeds 6,000.000 Boxe·.
10 cents and 25 cents, at all drag store·.

Ely's Cream Balm
Gives Relief at

Female Ailments.

and rushed to his assistance.
His face had assumed a bluish hue,
which was quickly followed by a greenish color, and then y ba purplish tinge.
The case looked serious, for he was
An idea prevails that the manufacture evidently an apoplectic. Finally, to the
All
of real shiny buns is beyond the power relief of all, he was resuscitated.
of an amateur, but follow my directions demanded an explanation.
and you will find that such is not the
"I am subject to heart disease," he
case; indeed you will see that the home- at length exclaimed, "and any severe
to
made buns are decidedly
shock is likely to kill me. It's a wonthose produced by the average baker.
der I1m alive to tell the tale."
it
in
a
Take one pound of flour, place
"What tale?" they asked eagerly.
mixing bowl with a pinch of salt, and
"Gracioue, gentlemen !" he replied,
of
fresh
rub into it two ounces
butter; as his cheeks blanched at the recollecthen add two ounces of candied orange tion, "you'll hardly believe me, but I delike
fine
(if you
it), a clare on my honor that when the waiter
peel, chopped very
quarter of a pound of currants, which knocked that piece of bread and butter
have been thoroughly washed in hot out of my hand it fell to the ground
water, and a little mixed spice. Make with the buttered side up!"
about three quarters of a pint of milk
The others surveyed him pityingly.
lukewarm; stir in two ounces of pow"Something has affected his brain,"
dered sugar, and when this has dissolved, they whispered one to the other. "Such
cake
a
It could never
yeast
a thing is unheard of.
pour gradually on to half
which has been dissolved in warm water. have happened."
the
of
centre
a
hole
in
the
Make
flour,
One by one they drew away and left
etc., pour in the milk and yeast, and him alone.
mix with the hand, working the inTHE BELLE OF NEW YORK.
gredients well together until a smooth,
soft dough is produced; it should not be
This young lady is frank in admitting
at all stiff or it will fail to rise properly. that she owes her proud title to the use
Turn the dough on to a floured board, of Dr. Rand's Family Remedy.
It gave
divide it into sixteen pieces, and work her that beautiful and rosy complexion,
each one with the hande into a smooth that queenly form which makee her the
ball.
envy of all womankind.
Dr. Rand's Family Remedy will do all
Place the buns on a floured baking
It will clear
sheet, but take care that they are not this and more for you.
too close to each other, as they will away those pimples and blackheads
spread a little when rising; cover them from your face, and give that beautiful
It
with a cloth and place the tin on a shelf Hush of health to your complexion.
or chair near the stove, but not too near curee all stomach troubles, strengthens
the fire. The dough should have risen and purifies the blood, removes constiwell in about half an hour, when the pation, regulates the liver and kidneys
That
buns will be nearly twice their original and tones up the general system.
with the back of a is what this remedy is for and it does
size; mark them
The use of a free sample
knife in the form of a cross, cutting tbe work.
rather deep, and put them at once into a package will convince you of this fact.
Dr. Rand's Family Remedy is comgood hot oven and bake a light brown.
Just before the buns are ready to be posed of Roots, Herbs and Celery. For
taken out brush the tops over with a sale by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.; A.
'glaze by mixing a tablespoonful of Dudley, Bryant's Pond; Orin Stevens,
powdered sugar with the white of an egg. Oxford.
Bath buns do the maker even more
After a woman has been in love ten or
credit than the plain currant buns just
discussed, and if carefully prepared they fifteen times she wants to knock off
will in every way resemble the genuine spooning the way a workman does work
when the whistle blows.
Bath bun of commerce.

a poet and get:
L To shiver and a weapon.
2. Parched and a lair.
3. A kind of fuel and a mountain

Divide

,

: Biltons and Nervous Disorders:

Books. {The

CATARRH

::

FOR ALL

,

1

Reasonable Prices.
DKIUKIKT

Family Medicine

:

AND

-AT-

*·. 171.—Divided Poet·.

The Best and Safest::

Pianos and Organs,
Piano Stools,
Covers
Instruction

HE ASKED TOO MUCH.
The waiter accidentally pushed the
elbow of the man eating breakfast in
Oornepondwace on topic· of Intorwt tothetedln the restaurant The morsel that he was
teaouelted. Addna·: Editor HommTW
about to consume fell to the ground.
Colukh, Oxford Democrat, Parte. Mala·.
The next minute he gave a startled
All was
cry and turned deadly pale.
BUN8.
MAKE
HOW TO
The proprietor and the occonfusion.
cupants of the other tables jumped up

HOMEMAKEBS COLUMN.

IMiIliooirs Greatest Entertainer
lost Faraatin of all Toys I

Will PHONOGRAPH COMPANY

50 cts. down and 50 eta.

a

week at

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway.

